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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The Committee for Economic D -elopment (1975) pointed Out that
the United States is entering an era in communications which will p

vide access to a new diversity and abundance of electronic channels
and voices.

Because the airwaes are a "scarce public resource," they

are regulated for the public benefit.

Demand is outstripping the

amo _t of electromagnetic spectrum that is available, and technology
is responding through the expanded use of satellites, video cassettes,
cable communications etc.
(CED)

The Committee for Economic Development

ted:

Ultimately, aay person will be able to have instant audiovisual communications with any other person throughout the
world.
The question is no longer whether such a result is
technically possible but whether it is economically feasible
and socially desirable.
(CED, 1975, pp. 13-14)
Cable television, also known as Community Antenna Television
(CATV), cable commuaications, broadband communications, or simply
cable, emerged as an answer to scarce airwaves.

This Rand publication

qUote exp asses the expectations of cable:

Cable television is a communication system that distributes
television signals and other information by wire rather
than through the air. More thaa twenty years old, it is just
now turning from infancy to adolescence. The changes are
only partly technological, but an evolving technology provides the base for cable's economic development and its
future usefulness to society.
(Baer, Botein, Johnson,
Pilnick, Price and Yin, 1974, p. 1)

1

9

2

BackSround

Community Antenna Television (CATV) sta=ted in the 19401s
(Phillips, 1972, p. 4; Ledbetter & Mendelson, 1972, p. 5) in commun -

ities "to provide better quality reception and more cha nels of conventional broadcast television programmin
The Sloan Commission on Cable Co-

(Holmgren, 1974, p.

6)

:nications (1971) cited

Palm Springs, California, as typical of circumstances in which cabL
started.

Palm Springs had a demand for Los Angeles television but

because of terrain could not receive clear broadcast signals.

An

entrepreneur in Palm Springs set up an elaborate receiving antenna on
top of a mountain and charged a fee to receive the seven VHF and
three UHF channels from Los Angeles by means of a coaxial cable.
(Sloan, p. 23)

Mary Phillips (1972) cited John Walson as the person to
development of the first commercial cable system.

Walson was a main-

tenance man for the Pennsylvania Power and Light Company.
an interest in an appliance store in the
Mahanoy City- Pennsylvania.

laim

untain-ringed to

He also had
of

Early in 1948 Walson devised a plan to

help sell television sets in his appliance store.

A master antenna

was erected on a mountain top and sheathed wire from an army surplus
store was purchased and used for his syste.

Anyone who purchased a

television set from the appliance store w uld be hooked to the master
antenna and receive the television signals,

(Phillips, 1972, pp. 7-10)

The Sloan Commission (1971) pointed out that cable started in
rural areas -ith radio and/or appliance dealers who invested in an
elaborate antenna, set it on a nigh point of ground, and strung cable

10

hopes of making a return on monthly Ces charged and in the sales
of televi ion sets.

Cable began as sma 1 enterprises, conducted

locally and providing a purely local service.

Cable provided tele-

vision channels where recepti n was poor or limited.

Cable enlarged

the audiences of television stations and did not diminish the attracLion of television but instead enhanced the appeal.
People were willing to pay to receiv2 more chan els.

(Sloan, pp.

3-24)

Sydney Head

(1972) stated:

Only about 40 per ceat of American families live in markets
with four or more television stations; about a quarter of
tae families live in market areas served by only one or two
stations.
Yet ideally each American home should have access
to a minimum of five stations--affiliates of the three
national commercial television networks, at least one educational station, and one independ.Int commercial station.
Head,
1972, p. 88)
Cable has expanded over the
1940's.

-ears s

-e its beginning in the

In 1950 there were 70 CATV systems in the United States,

serving a total of 14,000 subscribers.

(Lcs..Ariaas_

1970, p. 65)

1974 there were 8,100,000 subscribers and 6,000 communities served.
(Cable So rcebook 1975, p. 5 )

In 1973 cable served 11.3 per cent of

the households in the United S ates.

Bureau of the Census, 1974, p

503)

(U.S. Department of Commerce,

According to April 1970 figures

96 per cent of all households in the United States had one or more
television sees.

(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1974, p. 504)

Cable

has not penetrated a large percentage of households in the United States,
cable is growing at a slow but steady pace.
so was the television broadcasting industry.

As cable was expanding

"Television had become a

predominant feature of the American scene, the primary instrument
which the mass of the population turned for entertainment and information."

(Sloan, p. 24)

11
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According to the Sloan Col

i s

n (1971)

r tel vi-ion

influenced cable's gro __1-1 more than any other factor.

VHF tele

gnals tend to bounce off large obstacles rather than bend around
them; thus a tall building refle

he signal and in doing 30 acts as

a weak trans: ter and rebr adcasts th e signal at the same frequency
ation from which the signal o iginat d.

The result is inter-

ence, just as if two stations were broadcasting in the same region
on the same frequency.

Because the reflected signal is weak, the

interference is not pronounced.

On a black and white set it is barely

noticeable, at worst it produces ghost images.

But with color recep-

tion, which is more s isitive to interference, the result is an
unsati:fectory picture.

In a large city with tall buildings, cable

improves reception on color sets.
cable

-s New York City.

One of the first cities to use

Many innovative uses of cable have come from

New York City.. (Sloan, pp. 26-27)

Subscribers wanted to get more for

their money than clearer station reception.

Special programs were

initiated on what would have been unused channels.

Cable transmissions

included ticker aews and a camera scanning weather data.

New York City

pioneered in providing a service that the rest of television did not
provide--local athletic

and neighborhood progre s.

Cable pro-

gra s of local interest helped attract and retain subscribers.
(Sloan, p. 27)

How Cable Television Works

Cable television is a system by which television set own
receive television signals by coaxial cable rather then through the
air by means of an antenna.

The Detr it Cable TV Study Committ e

(1972) explained the working of a cable system this way:

The technologigy [sic] of 1949 is basically that used today:
A receiving antenna, or a set of antennas, one for each station to be received, is placed on a high point where reception of television signals is best. The signals are sent from
there to a "headend," a mastet control station, a building
that houses signal processing and other equipment. Here the
signals are filtered, amplified if necessary, and sometimes
changed in frequency. From there the signals are sent over
a coaxial cable, through the main trmak lines (with a diameter
of about 3/4 inch) that go along the major distribution routes;
which service groups of buildings; and through the even smaller
droplines (about 114 inch
), which run into the subscribe
home and connect to the back of the television set.
The cables
commonly share telephone or electric power poles, or lie buried
in underground conduits. Amplifiers placed about every
one-third mile along the cable keep the signal strong.
(Detroit
Cable TV Study Committee, 1972, p. 22)
.

.

the Excitement About Cable?
The following is a series of statements to express the excitement of expectation of cable.

Cable Televisio

Price and Wicklein

1972) stated in

A _Guide_for Citizen Action

The advaatage of the wired system is that a large number of
easily tuned-in, clear channels can be brought into your home.
Even in the largest television market (New York), only seven
easily accessible (VHF) television signals can come into your
homm over the air.
(Price & Wicklein, p. 6)

Noll, Peck and McGowan (1973) in rir book, Economic Asectso
Televisioli_ Regulation:

Studies in th

Ni11111122_21_Esianatilla,

stated:

Cable holds the promise of all but eliminating ale scarcity
of channels that accounts far so many of the problems of
televisionrestricted program choice, limited diversity,
and highly concentrated. control.
(Noll, et al, p. 151)
The Ca inet Committee on Cable Conmunications (1974) reported
to the President that cable has the technical potential

to be a

communication medium of abundant capacity, with an almost limitless

number o- channels able to carry many types of communication.
cable has a unique two-way capability to carry information.
Committee, 1974, p.

9)

Also
(Cabinet

Coaxial cable is like a 100,000 1- e super-

highway which can handle 50,000 telephone calls or 35 TV shows at the
same time according to James Hiller.

(Miller, 1975, pp. 87-88)

Miller, in an article in Reader's Digest, stated:

As the CAW people ran their lines along America's telephone
poles, they were unwitttngly installing the plumbing for a communications revolution.
Indeed, as outside experts examined the
number of simultaneous jobs the cable could perform, they saw a
vision that boggled their minds. They called it the "Wired
Nation"--computers wired to living rooms, living rooms to voting
booths, classrooms, libraries, police stations, supermarkets, and
on and on.
You could have a-newspaper printed in your living room
in ten seconds, go credit-card video-shopping at home, have
instant burglar- and fire-alarm service.
(Miller, p.
8)
Richard Adler (1973) quoted expectations of cable in The Humani

01aimon the Cable this way:
bring opera to Odessa, Broadway to Bayonne, adult education
to Appalachia, "soul" to Watts and Bedford Stuyvesanr, and sports-megahertz upon megahertz of sports--to superspectators wherever
they are. The "television of abundance" will be a medium of joy
as well as the "soap box" of our discontent.
Cable television
we are told, will be able to do what LIEF stations, public broadcasting, network documentaries, local specials, amateur hours and
even Dick Cavett have not been able to do, namely increase the
content, variety, and breakdown the audience scales of television.
Tropical fish hobbyists, karate enthusiasts, cerebral palsy
victims, and retired musicians will each find a niche in the
coaxial honeycomb.
(Calbs, 1972, pp. 195-198 as quoted by Adler,
1973, pp. 30-31)
.

.

.

.

The basic product of cable is reproduction of over-the-air
signals.

But cable systems are also originating programs in their

studios or leasing channels to others to originate programs.
Ted Ledbetter (1972) stated:

cable television has begun to offer an alternative to
mass audience, network produced, advertiser supported,
commercial television,
.

.

.

.

7

The demand for cable access is expected to grow rapidly
in the next ten years as cable systems are built in the big
cities.
The rate at which this demand grows, aad the degree
to which cable meets the needs and desires of people will
depead heavily on the content, management, technology, and
financing of cable origination.
(Ledbetter, as quoted in
7ate, 1972, p. 39)
Predictions for the year 2000 indicates nearly all television,
both local and national, will be received from cable communications
instead of by air to the in ividual home.

Rural ate

isolated for

one reason or another may still be dependent on homa antenna reception, although satellite technology could possibly reach these isolated rural areas.

(Price & Wickle n, 1972, p.

7)

-Problenis Cable Bas_Encountered

Finances, political iavolvement, regulation, and t chnology
are just a few of the problems cable has encountered
twenty years.
cable.

In

over the past

Broadcasters have over the years felt threateaed by

his book

Television, the Business Behiad =he B

Les BTOWM (1971) stated that cable television and the video cassette
were the main technological "menances" to existing broadcast stations.
Brown summarized the cable threat this way:
So serious was the cable threat, and so imminent its spread
over the country through the FCC's determination to establish
operating rules, that the National Association of Broadcasters
retained the New York public relations firm of Phil Dean Associates
to augment its own campaign of alarms to the citizenry that cable
was endangering the American system of free television.
The system that delivered a television picture by wire rather
than over the air
was a real and present danger to the
broadcaster. Refinements in cable technology gave systems the
capability of forty-channel services, a prospect that would enable
the medium to serve selective audiences usually shut out of free
television because of its profitable addiction to mass-appeal
programing.
(Brown, 1971, pp. 160-161)
.

.

.

.

.

cable could supplant the program rating services that proect their numbers from probability samples aad per orm such
.

functions of two- ay communications that would allow the housewife- to order her groceries over the line. Linked to computers,
cable systems could retrieve programs that had already been
broadcast on the air for viewers who wanted to save them for
the next day or the next month.
(Brown, p. 161)
In 1970, according to Brown, the prospect of cable do ng local

origination or wiring homes to receive data did not worry the br adcaster as much as "CATV on a national scale fractionalizing the televisioa audience

upsetting the econo ics under which many station

operators had grown accustomed to making a profit of thirty to forty
cents on the dollar."

(Brown, 1971, p. 161)

F oponents of cable tend to minimize the gains from increased
choice airtong typ

couinierci.al TV fare already available.

Yet most

Americans obviously liked to watch commercial prograning, and the
choi e of seven rather than three channels represents a major improvement in quality according to Noll (1973).

One indication, a fifth of

the San Diego cable subscribers watched the imported signals of

Los Angeles independents, and saw programs that would have otheiwise
been unavailable.

Another index of the value of these additional

channels is that imported signals make cable sufficiently attract ve
to viewers that it becomes economically viable.

(Noll et al, pp. 170-

171)

Noll said that Lew benefits cone without costs, and cable is
no ex_eption.
bear the cost.

Wiritg the nation is expensive, but subscribers willing
The major pot ntial social cost is the "danger"

to

over-the-air broadcasting; but cable betters the situation for VHF- and
UHY independents with only the networks and their affiliates losing.
(Noll et al, p. 173)

Noll also said that cable visionaries draw their

enthusiasm fro_ the prospect that cable will offer aew kinds of

Iu
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services

not that signal importation Twill provide more of "the fare

already available on over-the-air television."

(Noll et al; p. 183)

But broadcasters are perhaps bec mdng less threatened because "In 1970,
broadcasting interests owned over a third of the CATV systems "
(Television Factboolc_No. 40, 1970-1971,

p. 235)

p. 66a as quoted by Head, 1972,

Regulations of cable has become more favorable to cable

systems over the last feW yeara.

atioi

ation. £r many years had been left in the

hands of local gov

ents according to the CED.

Often local govern-

ment saw cable as a means of bringing only improved tele ision service
to the citizens.

In 1974 only twelve states had assumed authority

over cable and only three had established separa e cable co ssions.
(CED, 1975, p. 114)

As a result of the hands-off policy at the state and federal
leve18, hundreds upon hundreds of cable franchises were granted
with requirements varying not only from state to state but from
county to county and evea from township to township.
(CED,
P. 114)
The broadcaster in the same community who feels that his
station's revenue is being cut into by cable is a problem cable has
encountered.

Audience-rating agencies credit the local station with

a smaller audience beccuse of "imp
cable system.

Martin Seide

signals brought in by the

(1972) in his book, Cable Television

U-S.A.:AAnr-nmeritPolic,

questioned whether it is

the function of the federal government to interfere with operations
of the market place and the basic issuc

,

of whether or not the govern-

men': should provide economic protection to broadc sters.

Seiden

d that government regulators see things in a different light.

10

To them, protecting the broadcaster should be only a by-product
of protecting the public iaterest.
The conclusion arrived at by the government's regulators
that CATV must be regulatedostensibly to protect the public,
and only residually, the television broadcasters, in the nation s
small towns and rural areas.
the government in fact never has protected the small
broadcasters. This is because the government, headed in an
entirely different direetion based on an entirely different set
of prineiples--principles that had not been articulated when
the government first considered extending its authority to
regulate CATV.
(Seiden, pp. 4-5)
.

.

.

The seeds of federal regulation of cable were planted in 1952
when the FCC lifted its freeze on new television licenses and dis_

closed a plan for allocation of channels.
jurisdiction over cable at first.

The FCC did not assert its

Basic policies have been worked out

by the commission under review by the courts.

According to CEO, the

sixties were years of growth in small communities for cable.

Cable

was fulfilling a consumer need but the FCC saw it as a threat to the
local broadcasters and to the design for local service laid out in
195Z.

The FCC felt if local stations were forced off the air, only

cable subscribers would be able to receive television signals.

Because of costs, the FCC felt, cable systems would only serve densely
populated areas whose residents were able to pay for service, thus
leaving rural America and ale urban poor -ith no television service
at all.

In 1965, the FCC issued its First Report and Orderl which

extended its author ty to regulation of all microwave-fed cable
systems.

Although the 1952 plan had ruled out government prote- ion

of broadcaster's markets, the First Report and Order argued that
competiti n from cable must be limited in order to keep local service

1

30 FCC, 683 (1965)

U.
alive.

It contained two main req _rements:

Every cable system must

tarry the signal of every television station within approximately
sixty miles, and it must refrain from carrying any program broadcast
on any local station for fifteen days before and after that broadcast.
The FCC's Second Report and Order2 was issued in March 19662
less than eleven months after the first.

If reaffirmed and asserted

the jurisdiction of the FCC over all cable systems and set down its
new major market distant signal policy.

This policy stated that cable

systems in the top 100 markets could not import distant signals without express FCC approval.

The Committee for Economic Development felt that as the FCC
gaited experience with cable it felaxed its polisies.

In 1968, it

issued interim rules requiring larger cable systems -o begin
services (such as program originition) that had formerly been barred.
It maintained the restriction on cable in the top 100 markets, although
reduced the protective zone around each central city.

These rules -ere in effect only until 1972, when the present
rules gove -ing cable were adopted.
Order

3

The Cable Television Report and

pre ented the most complex and comprehensive position taken by

the FCC on cable.

Under these rules, cable was freer than before

expand into large markets, but the amount of competition it could offer
was still limited.

7he FCC had modified its objective of protecting

small stations and promoting UHFat cable's expense.

However, it still

rest icted the expansion of cable into the larger markets, although it
did not forbid such expansion.

22 FCC, 2d 725 (1966).

19

335

FCC, 2d 141 (1972).
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FCC rules prohibit cable-system ownership w thin a particular

community by broadcast television stations serving the same community;
television networks are prohibited fr m owning cable systems.

Tele-

phone companies are also prohibited from operating systems within their
telephone franchise area.

Under the 1972 rules, all systems must carry

all local stations, and distant signals m-, be imported only up t
certain limits set by the FCC.

In order to open new outlets for local

epression, the report stated that each system must provide channels
for free public access, educational use, and local government use;
it also specified standards of video and aural quality.

Before 1968, pay television (then known as subscription television, or STV) was authorized by the FCC only on an experimental
basis.

In 1968, the FCC issued regulations restricting the programming

content of pay television.

In 1970, the FCC formally applied these

rules to pay cable4 and in 1972 incorporated them into the FCC's new
rules on cable televi ion.
Cablecasting,

(COI, 1975, pp. 115-117)

On October 24, 1969, the FCC issued its F rst

Report and Order in Docket 18397 permitting all cable systems to
originate their own programming, and requiring all systems with more
than 3,500 subscribers to originate programming by April 1, 1971,
This rule was challenged by Midwest Video Corporation in a court case
that was initially ruled in favor of Midwest Video.

While the liti-

gation was under appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, the FCC suspended
its First Report and Order in Docket 18397 on March 27, 1971.

Then

in February 1972, before the appeal had been argued before the Supreme
Court, the FCC adopted a new set of rules on cablecasting.
4

23 FCC, 2d 825 (1970),
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new rules, Section 76.201 (a), provide that:

No cable television system having 3,500 or more subscribers
shall carry the signal of any television broadcast station unless
the system also operates to a significant extent as a local outlet
by origination cablecasting and has available facilities for local
production and presentation of programs other than automated
services.
Such origination cablecasting shall be limited to one
or more designated channels widch may be used for no other cablecasting purpose.
Cable televi ion systems are permi ted to present advertising
material at the beginning, end and at nat ral intermissions or breaks
during a cablecast.

Cable systems are not permitted to interrupt a

program for advertising.

The legality of Sec:ion 76.201 was upheld in the case o
United States v Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649,
(1972).

32 L Ed 2d 390

In this case the Supreme Court overturned the Eighth Appeals

Court ruling, saying that "the FCC's rule was valid as reasonably

ancillary to the effective performance of its various responsibili ies
for the regulation of Lelevision broadcasting."

(32 L Ed 2d 390)

The

requirement for cable television systems with 3,500 subscribers or
more to provide cablecasting was suspended effective January 20, 1975.
Noll (1973) discussed local or gination (cablecasting) and
leased channels.

Local origination and leased channels both involve the sale
of channel time, but there is a fundamental distinction between
them. Leased channels are rented by cable operators to commercial and other organizations for a fixed time, perhaps only a
few minutes.
The lessee assumes all responsibility for programming
and recovers the cost by advertising or by the sale of access to
the channel.
Origination means that cable operators act, in
effect, as television stations, providing the programs and selling
advertising. Both services are conceived of as self-supporting.
(Noll et al, 1973, p. 193)
Difficulty arises in that commercial originations could not
be self-supporting as the following calculations by Noll demonstrate.
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If the ()per

of a cable system of 50 000 subscribers (larger than

any system existing) had about the same advertising revenue per viewer

as a come cial broadcaster and sought to earn $2 per year per subscriber

advertising, he would need an audience rating :f about 8

cent, which is in excess of that achieved by the most successful
VHF independents.

ye- with these revenues, a 50,000 subscriber system

would have less income than most weak UAY independents.
cial nrganizat'

The

_

er-

would lose money for exactly the same reasons that

most uHr stations do.

These stations draw small audiences and their

advertising revenues are sufficient to buy nothing more attractive than

old movies and fourth reruns of off e--ork sho-s.

The fate of local

origination nn cable would be the sane financial failure that awaits
a UHF independent in a very small market that already has three n
works and four strong independents--dismal.

Some argue that cable

operators will provide mo e locally oriented programming and so capture bigger audiences than UHF stations.

Live programming is more

expensive than UHF reruns and usually attracts fewer viewers; indeed,

this is the reason why OP independents do so little local programming.
Exceptions to this dismal picture are automated time, news and weather,

ethnic television, cable networks, and local origination in very large
cities.

(Noll et al, 1973, p. 187)

Larger cable systems are required to make one channel available for municipal, educational, and public-access program-

Costs

are high but the cable industry envisions two-way communications systems,
facsimile reproduction o

newspapers and mail, and a wide range of

business, home, health, educational and municipal services.
1975, p. 62)

(CED,
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The cable system that tries to compete with over-the-air television for large audiences will soon go broke according to Charles
Woodard (1974).

Re states that it is not possible for a system to

earn enough revenue from the transmission of such programs to pay for
the cost of acquiring them.

The total amount of revenue derived from

the transmission of a program will be directly related to the number
of individuals who watch it, whether the source is the sale of advertising ti e to advertisers (who to a certain extent pay on the basis

of size of audience), the addition of subscribers who wish to watch
the program, or both.

The total potential audience for programs

carried on any cable system is far smaller than the total potential
audience for a single television station
excluding progra

Thus it follows tha:--

carried on a pay television channel, programs for

which the viewer pays separately for each program watched--the total
potential revenue from programs originated by a cable system will not
be enough to enable it to pay the high prices necessary to acquire
programs which will enable it to compete with television station programming for large audiences.

The answer again seems to be very local

or "minority taste" programming--programming directed to ethnic,
tural, educational and geographic minorities.

cul-

Cable systems should,

according to Woodard, aim at a collection of small audiences with very

focused, inexpensive programming directed at each separate audience.
With proper supervision it is possible for such inexpensive programs
to nevertheless be professionally produced.

(Woodard, 1974, pp. 69-70)
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Review

f

erature

Much has been written about cable -ince 1950! the bulk o
in the last ten years.

The following two statements demonstrate the

large amount of literature available on cable:
A vast amount of published information about cable is now
available--so much, in fact, that we seem more bent on papering
cities than wiring them.
(John & Botein, Chapter 2, in Baer
(ed), 1974, p. 77)
the past few years have seen the literature on cable
television grow at an even faster rate than the cable systeme
themselves.
Much of it is in the form of generalized introductions to cable. They typically relate the history of_its
growth Cfrom the hills of Oregon and Pennsylvania
provide primers on cable technology, and recount the benefits
which cable is expected to provide.
(Adler, 1973, p. 4)
.

.

.

This review of literature has been divided into two section_
the fi_ t is a review of Rand Corporation publications and the second,
a review of what others have published.

The Rand Corporation has

produced a large number of documents, so a separa

section will help

keep the reader from becoming confused.

Rand Cor oration Publications
In 1969, the Rand Corporation, a private non-profit center for

research and analysis of public policy problems in national security

and domestic affairs began research on cable under gran_s from the
Ford Foundation, the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation and the
National Science Foundation.

The central interest at that time was

the economic viability of cable systems and the development of federalstate and local regulatory policy.

Rolla Park (1970) in Potential Zmact of Cable Growth on_Television Broadcast n

,

developed a computer model to compare station

audience, profit, revenue, and local programming _xpenditure, with and
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without cable.

Leland Johnson (1970) in Cable Television a:d the
recommended that the FCC

regulations require cable operators to compensate broadcasting stations for their actual audience losses caus d by cable operations.

Rolla Park (1971) concluded in Cable Television and UHF Broadcastkia
that the potential impact of cable on UHF independents would indicate
cable likely to help non-network UHF stations in a modest way through
the 1970's.

In September 1970, _g2,12)_P_P_LDr_t_
Local Origination, by N. E. Feldman was released.

Three case

studies of systems doing local origination were studied and compared.

Local origination was examined in metropolitan Canadian cable systems,
a small isolated cohesive community, and a suburb in a large city.

It

was concluded that the cost of local origination is relatively small
compared to that for commercial stations; the audience appeal of
community-oriented programming can be high; the amount of programming
generated by volunteer groups is likely to be small; and there was no
evidence that local origination by itself would attract enough subscribers to make cable systems profitable.

by cable operation

Other problems encountered

included inadequate budgets, inadequate equipment,

difficulty in pr4ting local origination and a moderate need for
local origination by the community.

One case study involved Mont eal, Canada, with two cable
systems, which were among the largest systems in the world.

Several

Canadian cable systems are much larger than those in the United States
and those in Montreal have had extensive experience in local o
tion.

gine-

Success in local origination was due largely to the fact that
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the profitability of cable operation in Canadian cities I./c,s assured by
carrying signals of U.S. broadcast s ations which were highly a

rac-

tive to Canadian audiences.

The second case study involved Dale City, Virginia,

a relarivi

isolated suburb of Washington, D.C., with grassroots television origi-

nated by cOmmunity groups over a small cable system serving
tract of homes.

The cable system serving most of the homes of

Dal:e

City was installed by the tr-ot builder along with other underrraurid
The citizens of Dale City were very innerested in local
programming.

The money available was not enough to provide the

quantity or the quality of equipment required for sustained apericion.
Dale City refused advertising and lacked other sources of revenue.
Local programming lasted about one year and was forced to suspend
operation.

The third case was Lakewood
inating a wide variety of material.

Ohio, a small cable system origLakewood was very close to

Cleveland and a number of local broadcast stations.

Because of the FCC

regulation prohibiting import tion of distant signals, the Lakewood
cable system tried to attract subscribers with local origination.

The system failed because local origination alone was unable to
attract and hold sufficient subscribers.
Feldman's study concluded that a successful cable system must
import distant signals.

He felt the limitation of importation of

distant signals could hurt many systems.

Walter Baer (1971) examined subscriber response television
i- Interactive Television--Pr

ect- for ToWav Service

Baer noted that providing tw -way capacity, as was proposed by the
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would add fifteea to thirty per tent to the capital cost of a

a

ay distribt ion plant.

Howaver, allowing two-way services to

velop in the marketplace under FCC rulings with the cable cus- mer
arges, appeared the best way to gauge the potential benefits from
o-way cable technology.

Leland Johnson (1970a) examined the proposed FCC rules and

gulations in his treatise, The_Future -f Cable Television.Some
oblems of Federal Re ulations,

The study concluded that the public

terest -ould be best served by allowing cable to grow freely under
peral rules, picking up distant broadcast signals without re
n except for payment.

ic-

Rolla Park (1971a) in Prosnacts forCable

the 100 Largest Television Markets noted that to succeed in the
:ropolitan areas, cable must attract customers with new services as
Ll as the traditional package of better reception plus distant

pals.
Three states, Connecticut, Nevada and New York, had their
de regulation problems reviewed by Michael Mitchell (1971) in State
ulation of Cable Television.

Richard Posner (1970) probed advan-

as and disadvantages of various form of local cable regulation in
le Television:

The Problem of Local Mono ol

.

Concern was with

potential of a local monopoly to abridge the public interest
ough excessively high subscriber fees and direct channeling of huge
fits into the hands of cable companies who successfully competed for
right to "wire up" individual communities.

Posner urged a period

experimentation with a variety of options available for preventing
opoly prices while capturing reasonable profits for the public.

In January 1972 a report on Cable Conimunicatio

Mia_i Valley was issued.

The research project was con

economics dnd technology of cable television in the Da
area.

The report explored new services that could be

cable television, franchising, ownership of cable syst
projections for ten years.

The report concluded that

system of six cable systems serving the Dayton metropo
be economically feasible.

If each of the co

unities

operated independent sstems, only the two la gest sysi
vive, whereas by interconnecting the systems, all the
area could have cable services from successful cable

i

s3

Monroe Price and Michael Botein (1973) wrote a-

Citizen Participation After the Franchise as part of a
Rand Corporation.

Other reports from Rand on cable hac

participation of citizens in the planning stages of cab
communities.

The granting of a franchise should not me

then becomes uninvolved.

The FCC now requires a certif

pliance from cable systems and this, according to Price
was a good way for citizens to vo ce opinions about a p
syste_

They also suggested that communities "need to

Section 76.7 of the rules, allowing the softening or st
the regulations in individual cases."

Many systems obt.

that might not be best for the communities.

Finally, d

citizens need to follow the formulation of new rules by
In April 1973 Carl Pilnick authored Cable Telev:

cal Considerations in Franchising Major

MarIatalma.

cussed the problems of cable in major markets and posed

quest

n:

How can a franchise strike a balance between a cable system
designed for presently available services with minimum initial
cost, and one that attempts to take into account the future growth
Not only is technology involved but also
and use of the systems?
the degree and nature of participation by local government and
(Pilnick, p. v)
the community.
Leland Johnson and Michael Botein in March 1973 wrote Cable
Television=

Johnson and Botein suggested

The Process of F anchisin

that careful and detailed consideration must be given in each step of
the franchising process.

franchising include:

Details to be especially looked at in

minimum channel capacities, timetables for con-

uction, subscriber rates structure, and cooperative agreements with
neighboring jurisdictions.

Johnson and Botein said there is no such

thing as a model franchise that communities can adopt with only m nor
adjustment.

It is critical in their opinion that flexibility be built

into the franchising process and the actual franchise document.

One

thing the community should do is avoid "unduly burdening the cable
operator with ambitious requirements."

(p. v)

Also the terms of the

franchise should not unduly benefit one group of users, or potential
users, at the expense of others.

The community should make sure that

they are protected in the terms of the franchise.

Johnson and Botein included ten steps which they felt could
be of value to a community writing a franchise:

1.

adoption of pro-

cedures for drafting and awarding the franchise;

2.

assessment of

community needs, objectives, and alternatives; 3.
tive decisions regarding major issues;
draft franchise; 5.
6.

4.

hearing and tenta-

hearings on adoption of a

dissemination of reports for proposal;

hearings on proposals; 7.

decision on a a d of a franrhise;
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FCC certificate of compliance; 9.

and certifying performance; 10.
franchise.

monitoring system construction

continuing administration of the

Section III of the report coatained terms and conditions

that might be used in a franchise.
Steven Rivkin (1973) wrote Cable Television.:

Federal 1..1lations.

A Guide_ to

It is divided into three sections.

The first

section contained a general overview of material presented in the
report.
rules.

The second section contained cable television policies and
The third section had relevant documents listed and a glossary.

The report helps give a background to federal regulations but because
the FCC seems to be in the process of redefining rules and issuing

new rules, it is important to not depend on Rivkin s document.

Rivkin

is a partner in a Washington, D.C. law firm and as such gives a little
more legal insight than other reports on federal regulations.
The report, Cable Television:

A _Handbook for Decisionmakin

was the first of twelve research reports on cable designed to help
communities shape policy for what its author, Walter S. Baer (1973),
called a "revolution in communications."

The Handbook was intended as

an introduction and overview of the issues of cable technology, system
economics, ownership options, the regulatory framework, franchising,
local responsibilities 'beyond the franchise award, making public

access effective, public services on cable and the future of cable.
As such, it summarized most of the previous works mentioned with
updatings and refinements borne of increasing experience with cable in
the co _unities.

A series of companion reports :o the Handbook treat

specific issues in greater detail.

The following list of titles

clearly indicate the research covered within.
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*The Process of French
-heel Botein

'n

by Leland L. Johnson and

Citizen Participation in Planning, by

Yin

*Technical Considerations in Franchisin
$5atems, by Carl Pilnick

Guide to Federal Regulationa, by Steven R. Rivkin
*Citizen Partici ation After the Franchise, by Monroe E.
Price and Michael Botein

Applications for Municipal Services, by Robert K. Yin
A Guide to the Technology, by Carl Pilnick and Walter
Baer
Maki-

Public Access Effec_ive

by Richard C. Kletter

Uaes in Education, by Polly Carpenter
A Guide for_Education Plannera

by Polly Carpenter

Published as part of the cable series by Rand, Cable Television:
Franchising Considerations by Walter S. Baer (1974)

marily toward government officials
communities.

is oriented pri-

educators, and leaders in local

Included was the technology of cable operations, the

franchising process and considerations, citizen participation in the

planning and awarding of the franchise and citizen follownp and action
after the franchise has been awarded.

Other_Studies_about Cable
In 1970, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation established the Sloan
Commission on Cable Communications to study the new technology, assess
its significance and to explore "some of the problems and possibilities
that will arise as wired broadband communications systems spread across
the United Sta

a."

The chairman was Edward Mason, Dean Emeritus of the

*Included in this review _f litera-ure.
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School of Public Adminittratiun at Harvard Universi y.

The final

report was On the. Cable:

The Sloan

The Televi-i n of Abundance.

Commission was to assess possibilities, both positive and negative,
cable.

of

Their hope was that out of such an assessment could come some

careful judgments and recommendations concerning the manner in which
a "powerful new technology should be encouraged to gro

IP

vii)

Among general conclusions the Sloan Commission believed it to
be in the "public interest" to encourage the growth of cable.

By

the end of the decade they predicted a cable system would be in existence which would cover 40 to 60 per cent of all American homes -ith
a capacity of nJen y channels.

(Sloan, p

173)

On rhe Cable pro-

jected that although not impressive now "cable technolooy, in concert
with other allied technologies seem to promise a communications revolut on."

(Sloan, p.

The Sloan Co

2)

Ission recommended:

limited to ten years.

2.

1.

That franchises be

Franchises should be specific in the alloca-

n of channels for lease

public access, education and government.

The quality: of service should be a provision of the franchise.
4.

Competition between broadcast stations and cable systems should

be on the basis of equal opportunity.
systems should be prohibited.

6.

5.

Network ownership of cable

Limits should be set on the number

of cable systems which can be owned by one individual or corporation.
Public television stations should be allowed to operate cable
chises.

8.

Franchising preference should be given to local non-

profit and social or ethnic needs.

9.

The FCC should establish mini-

standards for channel allocation, technology and channel capacity.
10.

The FCC should lim

_-

the franchise fee to enough to cover the
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cost of regulation.

11.

Congress should establish an independent

program to encourege the effic_ent use of cable.

12.

should establish a state regulatory agency.

The fairness doc-

13.

trine should not be applied to public access channels.
time rule should not apply to cable.

The Real World of_Technol

Each state

14.

The equal

(Sloan, pp. 173-178)

ical Evolution in Broadband

Communicationa by Hubert J. Schlafly (1970) was a report prepared for
the Sloan Commission.

Areas covered included spectrum utiliz

ion;

description of a typical system and its technical standards; pia- iing

for new systems and system uses that had been proposed.
a co-founder of TelePrompTer
for TelePrompTer

Schlafly was

Corporation and was Senior Vice President

a- the time the report was submitted.

In 1971, the Common Council of the City of Detroit created the
Cable TV Study Committee to advise them on bringing cable television
to Detroit.

Thnughout the following year a series of meetings was

held with consultants of differing expertise, citizens and representa-

tives of any group who wishd to share their viewpoints about developing
cable ia Detroit.

Urban

The final report, Cable Televisi-

Detroit:

provides specific recommendations of

cable technology in a metropolitan area, _mgiaeering and financial

projections, construe n and operation of the distribution system,
channel allocation, revenue, r_gulation and future implications.

The

issues of privacy during cable use and empioyment opportunities as
cable developed were'also discussed.

Starting July 1, 1971, the public was given free access to two
cable television channels ia New York City.

In an attempt to identify

some of the problems and to help anticipate what would be needed to
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resolve them, the Fund for the City of New York financed an experimental project in public access television.

The project was carried

out by the Center for _he Analysis -f Public Issues of Princeton, New
Jersey, under the direction of Charles Morris.
the project entitled Public Access Channels:

The final report of
The New York E -e-ience,

was intended to aid private groups in making public-access telOvisiOn
a reality.

The significance of the report lies in the fact that it was
drawn from direct operating experiences ia the use of public access
television, and that it explored systematically the issues in this

field that are faced by New York City as a whole and by potential user
organizations, cable companies, video artists, technicians, and
audiences.

The study indicates that there is a considerable amount of
programming on the cable and more was planned with a significant
amount spontaneously generated by people who have something they want
to say over television.

The usually high level of public access p o-

gre: ing was facilitated by the media sophistication _f the New York
users and the presence of a relatively large number of videotape
groups.

This phenomenon might be peculiar to the largest cities in

the country, or possibly just to New York.

An excellent handbook on cable, Cable_Television in_the Cities:
unit

Cont

1

Public Access

and Minori

ersh'

edited by

Charles Tate (1971) provides data on ho- to gain access to cable programming.

Included in the book is h

ory of federal regulations,

special terminology, community ,control of cable systems, municipal

regulations of cable, and a chapter on cablecasting.

A reference and
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resource guide that was extremely clear and useful in providing a
basic understanding of cable in relation to progra -ing was also
included.

Cable Television in the Cities was aimed primarily at

minorities and the private citizen to better inform them about uses of
cable and business opportunities.

CATV, A History of Commur4y Antenna Television by Mary
Phillips (1972) dealt with the early history of cable and the development of regulatory agencies at all levels of government.

Phillips

also looked at the future in regard to regulation and development of
the CATV industry.

She projected that the evolution of the CATV indus-

try would be a healthy development for the broadcast industry and the
American public.

"In brief, CATV holds substantial promise of assist-

ing in entertainment supply, information delivery, and educational
efforts, all of which are dependent on communications processes."
(Phillips, p. 174)

Early in 1972, a Cable Television Information Center (CTIC)

was established at the Urban Institute with joint support by the
Markle and Ford Foundations.

Under the direction of W. Bowman Cutter,

the Center has three main activities.

First, to provide basic infor-

mation about cable television specially tailored for municipal governments ranging from the potentials of cable to specific data on cable
technology.

Second, to offer objective and impartial advice about

franchising problems of a specific locale.

the

Third, the Center is pre-

pared to work with municipal officers in a limited number of cities to
specify the ki d of cable system that would best serve the needs of
that city.
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One of the earliest analyses of cable in the co- unity was
The Wired C-t

_A Handbook on Cable Television fa

by Theodore Ledbetter,

and Gilbert Mendelson.

background awareness of CATV as a

al Officials
The book provides

community co _nnications system

and suggests that city officials have a special obligation to encourage public awareness and participation in the preparation of the
enabling ordinance, selection of the franchise recipient, and to
enforce the provisions of the ordina -e effectively.

The United Church of Christ, the Markle F,undation, and the
Stern Fund provided a similar study from the citiz-

's point of view.

Monroe Price and John Wicklein, authors -f Cable Television*

A Guide

to Citizen Action, recommended procedures for public-spirited citizens,

local government officials, community organizations and political
leaders who want to participate and experiment with cable as a fundamental means of communication service in the community.
Cable

AnAnalysisof

by

Martin Seiden (1972) provides a good source to the FCC's role with
cable.

Chapter four dealt specifically with cable costs and profits.

Costs for cablecasting came from Telemation figures, that were subitted to the FCC and used in the FCC's 1969 Report and Order.

According to the Telemation figures, the revenue of 1,150 cable subscribers would be required to cover the basic cost -f a full-color
system and 430 subscribers for a basic black and white system.

Not

included in the cost figures were aut7-mation channels, the cost of
renting films, or extra modulators need- d to feed the signal to the
cable.

That would require 325 to 425 more subscribers.

As Seiden said:
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Current experience with cablecasting depends on the source of
the information.
Cablecasting proponents point to systems
making money at all subscriber levels. Those not wanting to
be involved in "unnecessary expense" can give examples of loss
situations.
No data have been released pinpointing the parameters that account for such widely varying experiences.
(Seiden, p. 31)
Seiden's book is a study of the development of government

regulations of cable television both at the federal and state levels.
The study examinea the cable industry, its economic and audience
impact on broadcast stations, and the evolution of regulation at the

loal, state and federal levels.

In his conclusion Seiden looked at

the future of cable and the impact that satellites could have on broadcasting as a whole.

Seiden concluded that "such satellites would by-

pass CATV (and br adcasters) and provide television channels for a
fraction of the capital cost of that golden CATV dream Twiring
half the nation'."

_ up

(Seiden, p. 142)

In their book, .Economic As-ects of Television_Rtgulation,

Roger Noll, Merton Peck, and John McGowan examined the impact of
government regulation on the development and expansion of the television industry.

They felt that the FCC had done too much to limit

the development of cable systems and keep them from providing the
services for which they have the potential.

As Noll stated:

Even if cable systems do develop, a great part of the gain
in conSumer welfare that they could have fostered will fall
victim to the preservation of the fundamental features of
American television--extremely high profits for the networks
and their affiliates, limited competition, and the charade of
local service.
(Noll et al, p. 182)

Adopting a semi-laissez- aire approach toward the regulation
of cable systems was proposed to give cable just the proper amount of
guidance when needed.

Noll felt that the regulation of cable tele-

vision must be opened up to allow competition with broadcast
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television and to permit cable a chance to offer the services that it
has the capacity to offer.
A cable system depends primarily on. the "penetration rate,
the percentage of homes in a wired area that subscribe to the service,
to meet its costs, including the profits necessary to att-act the
required capital.

(Noll et al, P.

3)

Contained in chapter six

are the results of a study on the penetration rate for cable systems
offering different combinations of viewing options.

The results show

the following:

Firt, in the absence Of distant-signal importation, or some
major additional stimulant to penetration, no more than
0 percent of the television homes in most of the 100 largest
markets will subscribe to cabIe television.
Second, distantsignal importation alone is sufficient to change dramatically
the likely level of penetration.
Third, in the foreseeable
future penetration probably will in no case exceed 70 percent, so that substantial public interest continues to lie
in over-the-air broadcasting. Consequently, the impact of
cable on its viability cannot be ignored.
(Noll et al,
p. 155)

The Humau!stic Claim on the Cable by Richard Adler (1973

was prepared for the Aspen Workshop on Uses of Cable.
five chapters:

It consisted of

the first chapter gave an introduction and backgrou d

on cable; the second chapter presented humanistic uses of television;
the third chapter concerned itself with the new cable en _

ent;

chapter four was on art and humanities on the cable; and the last

chapter discussed continuing education on the cable.

The Aspen Work-

shop on Uses of Cable was concerned, as Adler stated:

Most of the discussions of cable to date
have concentrated
on
technology, regulation, industry, and projections of
the industry's growth. Comparatively little thought has been
given to what real differences cable will make in people's
lives.
(Adler, p. 5)
.

.

.

.

.
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The Aspen Workshop felt that development of cable must envision
more than

economic and technological exigencies.

Once the systems

reach maturity it will be immensely more difficult to correct the
mistakes of the past."

(Adler, p.

)

Programming should "challenge

and expand the viewer's perceptions and provide
enr

h

.

life."

(Adler, p.

7)

.

the means to

A criticism aimed at commercial

television follows:

American commercial television has either ignored or given
passing attention at best to these responsibilities.
In fact,
as it has grown more prosperous, it has become more reluctant
to innovate, to experiment, or to do anything which disturb the
loyalties of its vast audience.
Success of a 'format' brings
almost automatic imitation. Because of the need for continuicy
and predictability, one program must follow rhe next, day after
day, consistently and without interruption. None of these
conditions contributes to maiqueness or excellence.
(Adler,
p.

7)

The reason for the "failing" of commercial television to meet the
humanistic needs follows:

The real customers of television, for whom programming is
tailored, are not the viewers, but the corporate sponsors.
The producers of programming are concerned not with whether
the viewer is pleased, or stimulated, or even interested in
what he sees, only that he, somehow, keeps watching.
(Adler, p. 11)
Adler discussed specifics of programming in Humanistic Claim on the
Cable and concluded:

Whatever the ultimate form such programs take, the
responsibility of television as an educational and cultural
force is inescapable. Television systems abroad, and isolated examples of outstanding humanistic programming here
have proved the medium's value. As a whole
broadcast
television in this country has not adequately met its obligations to the society it is supposed to serve. If we wish
to avoid bringing the same charge against cable television
in the years hence, we must begin planning now how to assure a
continuing reliable claim for tulmanistic uses of the cable.
(Adler, p. 60)
.
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Cable, a report to the President by the Cabinet Committee on
Cable Communications (1974), made the following recommendations:
1.

Control -f cable distribution facilities should be separated from

control of programming and other services provided over the channels
on those distribution facilities; 2.

Common ccmership or control of

cable systems, interconnection facilities and program supply services
should be the only form of cable "network" operation that should be
prohibited; 3.

There should be no restrictions on either cross-media

ownership or multiple ownership of cable systems; 4.

Telephone common

carriers should not control or operate cable systems in the same areas
in which they provide common carrier services; 5.

The development of

new programming and other information servites that can be offered
over cable should not be impeded by government-established ba riers to
the consumers

opportunity to purchase those services; 6.

The pro-

gramming, information, or other services provided over cable should
not be subject to admini _rative reg lation of content, nor should the
prices of such services be regulated by any governmental authority;
7.

Incentives to create programming for cable should be fostered by

full applicability of the copyright laws to cable channel users;
8.

The Federal goverame

's author ty over cable should be used

initially to implement a national policy; thereafter, detailed Federal
administrative supervision should be limited to setting technical
standards and applying anti-siphoning restrictions on professional
sports programming; 9.

Franchising authorities should have the prin-

cipal responsibility for the regulation of cable systems; 10.

There

should be strong legal and technical safeguards to protect individual
privacy in cable communications; 11.

Governmental authorities should

assure that basic cable or other broadband communications are avail-

able to residents of rural areas and to the poor; 12.

Participation

by minority groups in cable system ownership, operation and programming
should be facilitated.

(Cabinet Committee on Cable Communications,

pp. 29-47)

Exceptions to the long-range policy recommendations that would
apply during a transition period would end when 50 percent of the

nation's households were connected to cable systems
1.

Exceptions are:

Cable operators would be exempt from the prohibitlon of offering

programming directly or having financial or other interests in the programming and other services offered over Cheir systems.

authorities would have to require cable operators to:

2.

a.

Franchising

Make available

for lease to others at least one equivalent channel for every channel

used by the cable operator for retransmission of broadcast signals or for
program originations.

B.

Esta.blish a pattern of gradual lessening

the cable operator's control of channels by increasing the proportion of
channels to be leased to others.
sion should continue to:

a.

3.

The Federal Communications Commis-

Prohibit future ownership of cable systems

by television broadcast networks and by television broadcast stations in
their station service areas.

b.

Apply restrictions on the type of

entertainment programming that can be offered to cable system customers
for a fee and adapt such restrictions to changing conditions in the
broadcast, cable and programming industries.

(Cabinet Committee,

Pp. 53-54)

Charles Woodard (1974) wrote Cable Television:

anclatsAau_2S_..A.Ty_Sstems.

Acquisition

The book dealt with most phases of

operation including chapters on acquisition, organization, programming,
marketing, maintenance, accounting, and revenue.

Woodard stated that
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"cable television

.

.

is now beginning the process of transfo- _tion

from community antenna television
(Woodard, p. ix)

.

.

to broadband communications."

Cable Television contained much detailed information

about copyrights, sales techniques, equipment needs, accounting, billing,
budgeting, leasing, and advertising.

Willy Ann Holmgren (1974) wrote her dissertation for the
University of Pittsburg about
Suburban

Cable Television on a

She conducted her study in Mt. Lebanon township in

Pennsylvania.

Major findings were:

Awareness of cable television within the community is a pre1 minary development that takes place before utilization begins
412 residents or 96.0% of those responding indicated that
there is a cable television system in Mt. Lebanon. All 48 or
100% of the responding community leaders were aware of the
Mt. Lebanon Cable TV System.
(Holmgren, p. 156)
.

.

Of the local channels, those questioned were least fa iliar with the
public access channel, although community leaders were familiar with
it because they had used it.

A majority of residents were aware of

the educational and local origination channels.

Within a year and a half after the system was established
there were twenty to twenty-five hours of locally produced shows per
week.

When the system was built the FCC Rules did not require a public

access channel.

Some community leaders who were aware of public access

approached the system for time on it and were offered time on the local
origination channel.

Residents could not tell any difference in public

access programming and local origination programming.

Because the pro-

grams we e done by local people the viewers considered all programs as
local origination.

The community leaders did not feel slighted; they

felt they had public access because their "cause" had been aired on a
channel.
A
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The education, public and government access channels had not
been activated.

To fill the void left by the unused channels, the

How

cable system started a number of locally originated programs.

ever, most residents and community leaders only consulted the auto
mated services, (time, weather, message wheel, etc.) and seldom
watched any of the local programs.

When surveyed about programming

preferences, most residents preferred "consumer information" and
"town services available" programs to any others, while community
leaders preferred "children's programs' and "town services available."
Many residents and community leaders felt that cable television should
be used as a community communications system--providing information,
education, meeting coverage, and recognition of community members.
Yet they seldom watched any of the local programs.
Some observations made concerning the town were:

1.

Public

realization of a right to use a public access channel was lacking;
2.

Government and education groups did not use local studios and

equipment regularly; 3.

Education of the public to uses of cable was

the biggest ob.. acle to overcome; and 4.

Publicity and promotion of

cable activities was needed.

The Committee for Economic Development (CED) is composed of
two hundred bu iness executives and educators.

Through a business/

academic partnership CED's purpose is to develop policy statements
and other research materials that commend themselves as guides to
public and business policy.

The CED (1975) published Broadcasting_and Cable Television:
Policies for Diversit
1.

and Change.

Chapters included the following:

Introduction and summary of recommendations; 2.

The public

responsibilities of commerc_al broadcasting; 3.
broadcasting; 4.

Potent al of cable and 5.

A policy for public

Organizing for change.

Also included was a memoranda of comment, reservation, or dissent for
CED members who wrote the booklet.
In suggesting public policies for broadcasting and new tech-

nologies the social and economic forces were categorized this way:
As public problems become more complex, citizens are
seeking more information and a larger voice in the critical
decisions that affect them.
Knowledge is becoming increasingly perishable, bringing
new demands for retraining, career advancement, and adult
education.
Social and demographic patterns are shifting. Increasing
numbers of martied women with children are entering the labor
force. At the same time, the elderly constitute a growing
position of the population.
(CED, p. 16)
.

.

.

.

Recommendations for cable included the following:

1.

Governing

of cable systems should encourage owners to originate programming on a
limited number of channels; 2.
to cable systems; 3.

Copyright laws should be made applicable

Restrictions on cable programming of motion pic-

ture and series programs should be gradually eliminated to permit payTV; 4.

A two-tier system of regulation should be established where the

FCC regulates state commissions who would then delegate franchising
authority to local governments.

(CED, pp. 21-22)

Periodicals

Periodicals number in the hundreds about the subject of cable.
Many of those periodicals contain expectations of what cable might be
like some day.

There is no single index which lists most of these

periodicals on cable and related subjects.

Articles on cable and its

many aspects appear in such periodicals as CATV
Cable Communications, Cable News, Cablecast.

TV Communications,

Cablecasting/Cable TV
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Engineerin, Television:Digest., and NCTA Bulletin.

There are some

indexes, such as the Reader's Guide to _Periodical_Literature, which
list some articles in the more widespread magazines, but they do not

cross-reference articles which are in the many trade magazines.

The

lack of an adequate index handicaps locating articles.

As the review of literature indicates, there is a grwing
interest in cable television.

The major ty of studies have been pro-

scriptive in nature, either recommending guidelines for development of
federal, state- and local regulation of cable technology or presenting
hypothetical models and financial p ojections to demonstrate the
economic viability of cable in large cities.

Chapter 2

METHODOLOGY

searchsi
The exploratory field study method was utilized for this
research.

This method was chosen for several reasons (1) realism,

(2) seeki_g practical solutions to practical problems, (3) dealing

with a lapse of time, and (4) allowing flexibility in identifying a
hypothesis.

Kerlinger (1966) stated:

Field studies are ex post facto scientific inquires aimed
at discovering the relations and interactions among sociological,
pSychological, and educational variables in real social structures.

.

.

The investigator in a field study first looks at a social or
institutional situation and then studies the relations among the
attitudes, values, perceptions, and behaviors, of individuals and
groups in the situations. He ordinarily manipulates no independent variables.
(p. 387)
Kerlinger quoted Katz (1953, chapters 2
studies being divided into two types
testina,.

found."

lorat2

and 4) as to field

and hypothes s-

Katz, seeks what is rather than predict relations to be
(p. 388)

Katz (1953), in his book, Research Methods in_the

Behavioral Sciences (Festinger & Katz)

stated:

In building a science of social psychology it is desirable
to take advantage of the different settings in which our
phenomena occur and of approaches which utilize the particular
advantages of a given setting.
The field study is unique in
enabling us to observe and measure social processes in their
natural occurrence.
.
it can give to the experimentation
and can prevent the laboratory from developing a system of
concepts which have little to do with the way in which people
really behave.
(p. 94)
.

A
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Strengths of field studies are that they are strong in realism, significance, strength of variables, theory orientation, and
heuristic quality.

(Kerlinger, 1966, p. 389)

Kerlinger further

stated that the realism of field studies is obvious.

of studies, they are closest to real life."

(p. 389)

"Of all types
Katz (1953)

said:

In the field study
attempts are made to observe and
measure the on-going processes more directly.
Specifically,
this means that the field study either attempts observations of
social interaction or investigates thoroughly the reciprocal
perceptions and attitudes of people playing independent roles.
Thus, a field study will provide both a more detailed and a
more natural picture of the social interrelations of the group
than does the survey.
(pp. 57-58)
.

.

An exploratory field study was used to examine and discover
regions that little was previously known about.

It was felt that

practical applications of theory in a real life situation would yield

data helpful to understanding cable television and some of the interactions one cable system had with its employees and the city cou
The researcher had previously established rapport with the cable
employees to do the type of probing required.

Weaknesses of the field study method are stated by Kerlinger:
I.s most serious weakness
is its ex post facto character.
Thus statements of causal relatio
are much weaker than they
are in the experimental research.
the field situation
almost always has a plethora of variables and variance.
In an experimental study, these variables can be controlled to
a large extent, but in a field study, they must be related
somehow to achieve whatever degree of control we can by indirect
and less satisfactory means.
Another methodological weakness is the lack of precision ithe measurement of field variables.
In field studies, the
problem of precision is more acute, naturally, than in field
experiments.
(Kerlinger, p. 390)
.

.

.

.

.

Results are often hard to duplicate as Katz pointed out.
(anthropological procedure) are inferences which either
represent a wholistic type of judgment or are based upon

4
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what the investigator regards as his most central observations.
There is little attempt at specification of the types
of data which are necessary for the measurement of a given
variable.
Hence, it frequently makes difficult and often
impossible the verification of relations by another investigator.

(p. 64)

Other weaknesses of field studies are only potential weakness that
can be overcome:

feasibility, time, cost, and sampling.

(Kerlinger,

90)

Roger Nebergall (1965) in his study, "A Critique of Experimental Design in Communication Research," stated:

unless researchers keep a constant and rigorous check
on the
real world they will be in serious difficulty
They must relate to the day-to-day behaviours which these
people exhibit and to the kinds of communication responses they
make in all kinds of situations every day of their lives.
Those
kinds of behaviors need to be measured where they are found.
Unfortunately, they are often not found in the classroom or in
the laboratory.
(pp. 13-16)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Daniel Katz (1953) commented in his research, "Field Studies,
that:

they (field studies) are breaking down the narrow walls of the
traditional experimental laboratory in the application of a
research approach to complex problems of human relationships.
The effect is twofold:
(1) our scientific knowledge is
increasing as a result of the direct study of field situations
and (2) the psychological laboratory is beginning to include in
its experithentation social and group variables.
(p. 56)
Field studies, by their close contact with on-going social
events, can serve as a check against the omission of significant variables.
(pp. 94-95)
The research design was exploratory Al nature seeking what is
or was rather than predicting relations to be found.

Confidence in

the researcher presented a unique experience to study a real-life
cable system operation and to seek out what relationships existed
between cable employees and the City Co: cll.

A Q
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Data Collection Methods

Data waF collected from primary sources as well as secondary
sources.

Secondary sources included other studies about cable tele-

vision; issues of the local newspaper, The_Sedalia Democrat, and minutes of City Council meetings in Sedalia.

Primary sources included

interviews, attendance of the researcher at City Council meetings,
and legal records (i.e. court transcripts,

franchise, etc.)

The interview was a primary tool in collecting data.
Kerlinger (1966) stated the value of the interview:
Interviews and schedules (questionnaires) are ordinarily
quite direct. This is both a strength and a weakness.
It
is a strength because a great deal of the information needed
in social scientific research is fairly straightforward and
can be gotten from respondents by direct questions.
Though
the questions may have to be carefully handled, respondents
can, and usually will, give much information directly.
There
is much information
.
.
of a more difficult nature that
respondents may be unwilling, reluctant, or unable to give
readily and directly; for example, information on income,
sexual relations, and attitudes toward religion and minority
groups.
In such cases, direct questions may yield data that
are invalid. Yet, properly handled, even personal or controversial material can be successfully obtained with interviews
and schedules.
(p. 467)
.

The interview schedule can obtain a great deal of info

_ation;

is flexible and adaptable to individual situations; and can be used

when no other method is possible or adequate.

(Kerlinger, p. 467)

A icajor shortcoming is that interviews take as long as an hour
_

or two to get information.
money."

(Kerlinger, p

This investment in time "costs effort and

468)

An open-ended rather than fixed-alternative (see Kerlinger,

p. 470) was utlized because open-ended questions "supply a frame of
refe- nce for respondents' answers, but a minimum of restraint on
answers and their expression."

(Kerlinger, p. 470)

Open-end questions
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are flexible

have possibilities of depth, allow the Interviewer to

clear up misunderstandings through probing; and achieve rapport.
Another advantage is that responses may suggest possibilities for
relations and hypotheses.

(Kerlinger, p. 471)

Personal interviews that were partially structured left room
for amplification by those being interviewed and provided the opportunity to obtain detailed, more complete data.

To reduce confounding

errors introduced by variations in interviewers, all intervie s were
conducted by the researcher with the r alization that one interviewer

will introduce a constant error bias without the benefit of the
canceling effects of information secured by several interviewers.

Telephone interviews were conducted with council members as a
courtesy.

It was found that telephone interviews were more convenient

for the council members.

Most council members appeared relaxed and

candid in their responses.

Complete financial data for fiscal years 1971-1974 and partial
data for 1970 and 1975 were obtained from Cablevision.

Stephen Lamkin,

MBA, University of Missouri, conducted a financial analysis of these
company records.

Dr. William McTeer, University of Missouri at

Whit man Air Force Base, also examined the financial r cords and made
co

ents as the researcher was not knowled eable in this area.

ampling

Face to face inte v ews were conducted with the manager, the
office manager, the secretary, and

chief technician of Cablevision;

telephone interviews were conducted with all of the 1974-1975 Sedalia
City Council members and those 1973-1974 members whose t rms were
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expiring.

A former owner/manager and sec etary were interviewed, but

because of the nature of their responses, that data will not be
included.

Chapter 3

RESULTS

Sedalia

Missouri, the county seat of Pettis, is located

approximately 75 miles east of Kansas City.

Sedalia, with a popula-

tion of 23,000, is in a rural, predominately agricultural, part of

West Central Missou
Sometime be ore May 13, 1965, the City of Sedalia issued a
request for bids for the construction and operation of a community
antenna television system

n Sedalia.

On May 13, 1965, the five firms

responding made presentations on their proposals
in art executive meet

representatives were:

1

to the City Council

The firms making presentations and their

United Video of Kansas City, represented by

attorneys William F. Brown and James E. Durley

Total Television of

Sedalia, represented by attorney James Buckley, Robert Clark of
Oklahoma City, and a group of local stockholders; Cable TV Construc-

tion Company of Iola, Kansas, represented by president Larry Hudson;
Meredith Publishing and Broadca ting Company,

represented by attorneys

Fred F. Wesner and Frank Meyer. and Sedalia CATV Company, represented
by attorneys Henry C. Salveter and J. R. Fritz and a group of local
stockholders.

(The Sedalia_Democrat, May 14, 1965, p. 1)

Then on May 17, 1965, 'arguments over Sedalia Community

Ante na Television were settled

,

.

at least for a time, with the

See Appendix A for a copy of the actual proposals.
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awarding of a license to the Sedalia Cable TV, Inc.,

Iola, Kansas.

The license to specifications to be drafted by the City Council, and
the outcome of an investigation of the financial status of the company."

(The Sedalia Democrat, May 18, 1965,

p. 1)

The vote by the

council was 5 to 3.

At a regular meeting on May 24, 1965, the Sedalia City Council
passed an emergency ordinance to license Sedalia Cable TV
Iola, Kansas, to install a cable TV system in Sedalia.
5 to 2 on all three read' gs.

Inc., of

The vote was

"Two members of the Council said the

reason the ordinance was passed was to 'get the people off our backs.'"

(SedaLiaDmocrat, May 25

1965, p. 1)

Councilman Ralph Walker, chair-

man of the Pr nting and Ordin nce Coumittee, asked,
hurry?

"What is the big

We don't know anything about the company.

.

.

Besides the

ordinance read is not the ordinance given me by City Councilor
Cra ford."

(Sedalia Democrat,, May 25, 1965, p. 4)

later an owner of Cablevision, said,
.

E. W. Thompson,

"Let's not worry about finances

The only thing we want is a license, and there's no need to

worry about finances."

(Sedalia Democrat, May 25, 1965, p. 4)

Walter C. Cramer (who was later to be a s ockholder) said,

"Th s fi

was the successful bidder, and these others were not the successful
bidders.

This gentleman has said he wants to sell fifty-percent of

the company to Sedalians.

accept this bid."

The only thing this council can do is

(Sedalia Democrat, May 25, 1965, p

4)

The Democrat on May 26, 1965, reported the passage of the
ordinance:

An ordinance passed in a surprise move Monday night by
Sedalia's City Council licensing an Iola, Kansas CATV firm
here was not drafted and prepared by City Counselor Earl T.
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Crawford as purported at the council session, the DemocratCapital was told today.
(Sedalia Democrat, May 26, 1965,
p. 1)

The ordinance passed was one prepared and submitted by Larry D. Hudson
and co tained eight or nine fewer sections

than Crawford's.

Hudson

apparently gave copies of his ordinance to all councilmen except one,
the only Republican on the council who happened to be Chairman of the
Ordinance Committee.

Hudson gave the impression that this form had

been approved by Crawford who was out of town that night.
sections included:

(1)

tion regulations; (2)
liability; (3)

Omitted

CATV was to comply with workmen's compensa-

Obtain insurance holding Sedalia harmless of

Preventing the grantee from engaging in the business

of selling or distributing any merchandise or repairing any property
ocher than his own; (4)

Furnish a performance bond; (5)

Provide the

city with a semi-annual statement of the CATV company's gross receipts;
(6)

Prohibit local origination other than weather reports.

Sedalia

Democrat, May 26, 1965, p. 1)
The mayor said he would ask the Council to repeal the ordinance
at a special meeting on June 2.

But according to the May 27, 1965,

Sedalia De ocrat, the City Council met in the mayor's office and

decided to amend the ordinance rather than repeal it.
Also reported on May 27 was the fact the VUMORE Company of
Oklahoma City, represented by attorney James T. Buckley and John
Beatty (president of local inve

ors), petitioned the Circuit Court

for a declaratory judgment stating that the City Council acted beyond
the scope of its authority in granting a license.
May 27, 1965, p. 1)

(Sedalia De ocra

By June 4 VUMORE had changed its name to Total

Television of Sedalia, Inc.

VUMORE owned 51 percent of the stock

P.'

A
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and 49 percent of that was owned by:

John L. Beatty, J. J. Kniest

W. G. Whitaker, W. E. Biagham, George Thompson, Harry Naugel,
William C. Hopkins.

(Le_dalia Democrat, June 4, 1965, p. 1)

and

The suit

was formally dismissed by the plaintiff without prejudice as reported
in the Sedalia Democrat June 7, 1965 (p. 1).
On June 8, 1965, a motion to advance repeal of the CAIv ordinance to a second reading failed to recieve a second to the motion.
(p. 1)

Buckley, the atto

ey, stated,

of Sedalia, I am -sking that

clients be issued a license to con-

struct and install a CATV system."
willing to pay?"

Buckley answered,

restrictions on that."

"On behalf of Total Television

The mayor asked,

"What are you

"We'll let the city put up the

(SedaliaDemocrat, June 8, 1965, p.

Thus VUMORE and Total Television of Sedalia of Iola, Kansas,
merged and took the name of Cablevision, Inc.

On Wednesday, Ma ch 9,

1966, operation of a cable system began in Sedalia with 40 subscribers,
a 540 foot tower, and a $40,000 investment.
John L. Beatty was named manager of Cablevision, Inc., by the
board of directors.

The board consisted of Larry Woods, attorney,

Noel Martin, Gene Glenn (both of Columbia, Missouri), Larry Hudson and
Cole Hudson.

Several weeks ago the majority stock in Cablevision, Inc.,
was purchased by E. W. Thompson and W. C. Carmer.
Later they
sold a large interest of their holdings to the Columbia group,
several Sedalians and a resident of Sweet Springs, and all the
stock held by Thompson, Cramer, et al., was placed in a trust
'with three trustees being named to vote the stock in trust.
The trustees are Woods, Martin, and D. Simon, Jr., the
latter also of Columbia.
(Sed lie Danocra
March 10, 1966,
p. 1)

interesting to note that none of the name changes or changes
in oP,nniAnnlAn-,n

1
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On December l, 1968, the City Council approved a rate increase
from $4.50 to $4.90 per nonth,

The 4 to 2 vote o cu

d "after con-

siderable review of the matter in a pre-council meeting."
Democrat, December 17, 1968, p. 1)

(Sedalia

The vote also approved a $10

installation charge for new subscribers.

"Cal

isions' request to

raise its rates was the res lt of financial difficulties and federal
regulations placed upon Cablevision, according to James Buckley,
attorney for Cablevision."

Sedalia Democrat, December 17, 1968,

p.

February 25, 1969, the Democrat reported that Cablevision had

been sold earlier in the month to Livingston Oil Company (LVO) of
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and its subsidiary GenCoe, Inc.
December 17, 1968, p. 3)

(Sedalia Democrat,

The purchase price vas $1,250,000 -f -hich

$500,000 was for physical assets and $750,000 as the "going
concern
value.
In June 1969 Jim

dkisson replaced John Beatry as manager of

Cablevision.

On April 1, 1971, Cablevision announced daat it would begin
cablecasting in early June.

To add this new service, Cablevision

spent $30,000 to add a broadcast studio to the building that was a
former gas station, acquire cameras and lights, and lay additional
lines to the tower.

(Sedalia Democrat, April 1, 1971, p. 5)

In April 1971 discussions began between Cablevision and the
City Council over a rare incrase to $5.90 although no formal proposal
was made.

Oa May 17, 1971, Cablevision submitted a formal request for

a rate tucrease to the City Council at a pre-council meeting.

However,

the request "failed to reach the council floor because the city ctprk
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accidentally forgot to read it."
p. 1)

edalia Democra

Kay 18, 1971,

Cablevision said the reason for the rate increase was to

improve facilities, cover increased operating costs, and begin local
origination required by the FCC.

No further action occurred until July 19, 1971, when the City
Council rejected the request for a rate incr ase.

As a result of this

action Cablevision, on July 22, 1971, announced that it vas increasing
the rate to $5.90 per month, effective August 1, 1971,

On August 16, 1971, the City Council passed an ordinance
ordering Cablevision to refund all money collected over the $4.90
rate by September 1, or cease operations because of a canceLed franchise by November 15, 1971.

Cablevision initiated court action against the City of Sedalia
contending that Sedalia had "no power er authority to regulate such
rates.

(Sedalia De

to issue an inj
Cablevis

at, August 29, 1971, p.

1)

The court was asked

-ction prohibiting the City of Sedalia from terninating

n's franch±se .

Mayor Terry Jones said the cable television

firm's a tion was one which the city requested anyway."
Democrat, August 29, 1971, p. 1)
the County Circuit Court,

(Sedalia

CablevIsion, in an agreement with

tabLishcd an esirov account to hold all

money received above the $4.90 p

_onth rate.

If the case were

decided for Cablevision, they could keep the revenue; if it were
decided for the City of Sedalia the money would be returned to subscribers less expenses.

Cablevision's petition to the court consisted of two counts.

Count I contended that the section of the franchise-g anting ordinance
which required the City Council apnro- al of any rate increase was
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unconstitutional because Sedalia had no power or authority to regu
late rates.

Count II contended that the action by the City Coumcil

on July 19, 1971, was unreasonable, co fiscatory, and violated
Cablevision's rights by taking property without due process of law.

November 22, 1971, saw the first local origination cablecast
by Cablevision.

It lasted for thirty minutes and was scheduled for

broadcast once a week.

The City of Sedalia and Cablevision made their pressntatLoris
Judge Prank M.eyer's Circuit Court on February 9, 1972-

A.f

lista '.g to two and onehalf hours of testimony, Judge Meyer took the
case under advisement.

Thi- hearing it olved only the first count

which contended that the City of Sedalia did not have the authority
or power to regulate rates.

On March 17, 1972, Judge Meyer ruled that Sedalia had the
legal authority to regulate rates.

He ruled that because there

valid franchise agreement in existence, which Cablevision abided by,

Sedalia could regulate CAW rates.
Cablevision and Sedalia met in court again on February 8 and
9, 1973, in Judge Meyer s Circuit Court.
Edward Drake, exec tive

Among those testi...Eying were

epresident of LVO Cable, Inc; William

Lucas, a certified public accountant for LVO Cable, Inc.; Ja es 13

a utility consultant hired by LVO Cable, Inc.; Councilman George Lockett;
and Mayor Jerry Jones.

The majority of the testi

ny "dealt

economic problem--nernely, the credibility of the LVO Cable, Lnc.,

financial report of Cablevision given to the Countil."
Democrat, February 11, 1973, p.

1)

(Sedalia
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Judge Meyer, on Harch 6, 1973, ruled in favor of the City
Sedalia

the second count of Cable

sion's lawsuit.

"CATV failed to furnish competent prof--

He held that'

d loss statement and

balance sheets covering the years the system was in operation from
1965 to July 1971."

(Sedalia De ocrat, March 6, 1973, p. 4)

Judge

Meyer felt that because one councilman had testified that some rate
increase was_justified that the City Council had acted discretely and
properly at all times.

Cablevision indicated that an appeal would be

filed.

Lynn Harrison replaced Jim Adkisson as manager of Cablevision
on June 1, 1973.

Ha rison came to Sedalia from

eatherfo d, Oklahoma,

where he had been general manager of the LVO Cable System subsidiary
there.

On September 30, 1973

Cablevision announ ed that in the

future they would televise City Council meetings as well as other
local interest items.

December 1, 1973, Cablevision t levised a fund

raising telethon from a church across the street from Cablevisi-This _as the first telethon to originate in Sedalia,
De ocrat

(Sedalia

December 3, 1973, p. 5)

On December 16, 1974, the Missouri S preme Court agreed vith
the Pettis County Circuit Court and upheld the City of Sedalia in the
lawsuit with Cablevision.

In January 1975 Cable

-ion began Ma_ing arrangements to

return the money that had been collecting in the escrow account.
most that any subscriber would receive was $41 plus interest.

Once

the refund schedule was worked out It was to be submitted to Judge
Meyer for approval.

The
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On February 18, 1975, the City Council voted to retain the
rate at $5.90 per month because of inflation since 1971.

The Council

also voted to reduce the franchise fee from 10 percent to 3 percent
to meet Federal Communications Commission requiremen
Democrat, February 19, 1975, p

s.

(Sedalia

1)

Judoe Meyer approved Cablevision's plan for calculating and
distr buting the refunds from the escrow account on March 21, 1975.

Total refunds would amount to $207,784.33 to 8,167 subscribers.
"Judge Meyer also complimented Harrison and Cablevision for the
cooperation shown and the method of handling the escrow agreement
and repayment plan."

(Sedalia Democrat, March 21, 1975, p

1 & 4)

During March 1975 an audit of Cablevision's financial records
conducted in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where the records were kept.

In

February Cablevision had offered to pay for an audit by a firm of
the City Council's choosing to support Cablevision's justification
for a rate increase.

On April 28, 1975, the City Council held a special meeting
receive the audit report and consider a new franchise ordinance for
Cablevision.

The audit showed that Cablevision had lost money in 1973

and 1974, and was expected to lose a considerable amount in 1975.

At

the same time a proposed new franchise was introduced by Cablevision
attorney James Buckley.
span,

The new franchise proposed a 15 year life-

3 percent franchise fee, and a $6.90 a m nth rate, as compared

to a 10 year lifespan, 3 percent fee and $5.90 per month rate.

Cable

vision emphasized the franchise should be renewed no later than
May 23, 1973, so that Cablevision could remain licensed by the FCC.
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At a May 12, 1975, meeting of the City Council a committee was
formed to negotiate the new franchise later, while the proposed rate
increase was discussed at the meeting.

"Harrison said if

he company

could get the increase it would be able to provide, besides better
se- i e, a channel for State Fair CommunIty Cillege, and a Civil
Defense alert system."

(Sedalia De ocrat, May 13, 1975, p. 1)

In

referring to the rate increase request and the audit, Harrison said,
"Gentlemen
extra buck.

the figures before you show we are not pocketing that
We are paying bills "

(Sedalia Democrat, May 13, 1965,

p. 4)

On May 20, 1975, the franchise negot ation commIttee met with
Lynn Harrison to develop a new franchise ordinance.

Essentially all

par-_- except the monthly race were worked out agreeably.

Oa June 2, 1975, after considerable dIscussion, the City
Couacil approved a first reading of the new ordinance with a monthly
rate of $6.15.

Cablevision expressed disappointment at the low rate

and mentioned that the parent company was awaiting an announcement of
the City Council's standards aad reasoning for the decision before
making any decision on the future of Cablevision in Sedalia.

City

Councilor Fri z warned the Couacil if they enacted an ordinance without guidelines for the rate the city would b
60 or 90 days."

"back in court within

Fritz stated that "fair and reasonable" did not go

enough" in setting guidelin

Oa June 8, 1975, an article, based on an interview with
Harrison, appeared in the Sedalia Democrat.

The article reported

that the 25c per month increase would not help the finaacial situa-

OA

^.1tv
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rates compared to the 70.7 percent increase in costs we have experienced in r cent years,"

Ha-

ison s

ed.

"That wouldn't be enough

to hardly make any difference for us at all."

(Sedalia_pemocrat,

June 8, 1975, p. 58)

On July 7, 1975, the City Council defeated the proposed new
ordinance on the second reading.

On July 14, 1975, Harrison made a brief appearance at a special
business session of the City Council to ask for action on the requested
rate increase.

Harrison read a two page letter he had written pointing

out that the rate dispute had been going on since the application for
a rate increase had been presented January 30, 1975.

On July 21, 1975, the Council voted to grant a 25c rate
_rease, and approved the 15 year franchise with the 3 percent fee to
the city.

Cablevision returned to the City Council on August 4, 1975,
and resubmitted its application for a rate increase to $6.90.

Cable-

vision submitted ia writing that it accepted the new ordinaa -e with

the $6.15 rate but they were now asking to have that raised to $6.90.

The new ordinanee provided that the Council must act upon any new rate
increase request within 60 days.

A public hearing was scheduled for

September 2, 1975, to get the views of the public on a second rate
increase.

The Council also appointed a committee to see if other CATV

firms might be interested in operating in Sedalia.

One councilman

stated:

If we pass an ordinance for $6.90 they will come back
the next week and ask for $7.90.
If we don't justify the
$7.90 denial they'll take us to court.
I'm not sure it's our
obligation to see that Cablevision makes money.
(Sedalia
Democrat. August 5. 1975. D. 1)
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Another councilmember offered this explanation of why he turned down
the rate increase:

A $1 increase was granted on December 30, four to five
months later the Federal Communication Commission decreased their
franchise tax by 7 per cent (from 10 per cent to 3 per cent).
A 25-cent monthly increase in subscriber fees based on 5,500
subscribers was granted. They (Cablevision) were granted in
excess of 33 and one-third per cent in all installation charges;
a 25 per cent increase on the second hookup on a home. This is
a 32 per cent increase in rates since Dec. 30, 1974; and in the
end this is passed on to the public.
There is just so much they
can take.
(Sedalia Democrat August 5, 1975, p. 2)

A public hearing

h officials of Cablevision'

parent com-

pany, United Cable Television (UCTV) of Tulsa, Oklahoma, presenting
their justification for their rate increase request,
September 2, 1975.

as held on

Ite public was not happy with the meeting as

officials and council members took most of the time, not allowing
public comments until last.

Lynn Harrison left his post on August 31, 1975, to take a
job with another firm in Norman, Oklah--a

but attended the September

Public Hearing to answer questions.
October 6

1975, the City Ceuncil voted unani ously to deny

the rate increase from $6.15 to $6.90.

The council stated that the

$6.15 rate would produce a fair p ofit and rate of return fer Cable-

vision, that the rate was in line with national averages and that
the rate was reasonable in light of current inflation and economic
t ends.

(Sedalia Democrat, October 7, 1975, p. 1)

Cablevision filed a petition for review in Pettis County Circuit Court against the City of Sedalia on October 30, 1975.

petition said that the city's denial of the rate increase was

The

uncon-

stitutional and contrary to the provisions of the 14th amendment"

of
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the U.S. C7 _stitution, because it deprived the company of "property

without due process of law "

The petition stated that the Council

action was "arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable."
The Democrat reported on March 16, 1976, the approval by the
City Council for the sale of Cablevision's franchise to Total Television Ltd.
Columbia.

,

a corporation composed of seven persons from Sedalia and

The corporation buying out Cablevision said they -ere going

to spend si ewhat "less than $75,000" to install "some of the latest
amplifying equipment and new cable" where needed.
the president of Total Television, Ltd.

John L. Beatty is

Beatty, manager from 1965

to 1969, and one of the original stockholders stated:

"My past

experience with Cablevision is one of the reasons why I feel I had a
quali ied background for getting into this area again."

(Sedalia

Democrat, March 16, 1976, p. 1)

Other partners for Total Television included Third National
Bank President H. W. Harris, Dr.

Stockwood, all of Sedalia

Elliot Braverman and Dr. Robert

and Carl Sapp, Larry Woods and Scott Orr,

who are Columbia lawyers.

The sale price of the assets and franchise was to be worked
out by April 1, 1976, and the sale to be completed by the end of
change of personnel.
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The Interviews

Procedures for the Interviewa
The interviews with the City Council were conducted April 15-21,
The

1975, with seven present, two retiring, and two councilmen-elect.
interviews were conducted by telephone from the researcher's home.

The

interviews with the employees of Cablevision, Inc. , were conduc ed
face-t

ace in the offices of Cablevision on April 7-10, 195.

The

employees interviewed by the researcher were the manager, the office
manager, the secretary, and chief technician.

Investigation into the history of Cablevision revealed a subscriber who paid for a half page ad in the Sedalia_Democrat complaining
about the quality of ser- ce provided by Cablevision and seeking
others who agreed with him.

Results:

This gentlemen was also interviewed.

Ci_ty Council. Members' Interview.

Council members were interviewed on the following ar as:

personal data; quality of service provided by Cablevision; relationship between Cablevision and the City Council; possible future services; failures, successes, and future of cable TV in Sedalia; Cablevision managers; Cablevision rate requests; and the franchise negotiations which were taking place at that time.

To protect confidences

the mayor and members of the City Council will be coded as Council
members A through K.

All but three of the Council members were elected for the
first time in the 1970's.

One was first elected in the late 1960's

and has been reelected each --o year term since; one was first elected
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in the 1940's and again in the 1970's; the ,hird Council member has
served since the 1950's for "nine years, off and on."

Occupationally the Council members are primarily business and
professional men.

Two are bankers; five are businecsmen; two axe

supervisors, one is a tradesman; and one is retired.

The Council

members averaged twenty hours per week on city council business
although one Council member reported spending six to eight hours per
week.

Two of the Council members were not subscribers to cable TV.

They went off the cable at the time of the litigatiun in 1971.
Responses. of_Council Members.

A majority of the Council

members felt that Cablevision was providing good qua"tity services.
Six of the Council members responded that it was good, one felt

was marvelous, and only two answered that the service was poor.
The relationship be_ een Cablevision and the City Council
also questioned with five of the Council members

sponding.

One

felt that the City Council had not always received the full cooperation of Cablevision, pa ticularly with regard to financial information.

The other four felt that the relations between the City Council and
Cablevision were good with few problems.

Generally the Council

members believed that the cooperation between Cablevision and the
City Council improved considerably after Lynn Harriscm became manager
of Cablevision.

Council members were asked about other services that had been
proposed for addition to the cable system.

The proposed new services

cluded an emergency ale ting system that could be used to warn
Sedalia of natural disaste=

*

a character generator for use by the

rtinmhor of Commerc: addina a line to State Fair Community College so
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they could do cablecasting! and advertising on the local origination
channel.

The Council members were quest oned concerning any other
se -:ices that they would like Cablevision to provide.

Four of the

Council members wanted to see more local programming and one wanted
sports and movies.

The others did not know of any other services

that Cable-ision s ould provide.

Only eight of the Council members responded to TJestions concerning local programming on the cable with Channel 2.

Responses

ranged from "never watch it" (C and three others) to "Quite a few
people watched it when they were telecasting" (A).
was the most critical, commenting,
equipment.

Council member 13

"They haventt got the talent or

Quality is poor, talent is lacking, production is poor,

and it's black and white."
Eight responded to the question of failures of Cablevision.
Six Council members responded to the area of the eme gen y alerting
system.

Council member C was unfamiliar with the proposal, yet

thought it might be a good idea, while F felt that it was a "good idea

for civil defens."

Although I felt tha!L

defense is the

number one priority for the community," Council cimber E remarked _hat
"nobody had mentioned it to him-"

F believed that it was "a good idea

for _ivil defense," while Council member K fe

"tt

s just unlimited

the services they can provide."

Only three of the Council members responded about

.he subject

the ch_ acter generator being installed at the Chamber of Commerce.
Council member K was unfamiliar with the subject, while J thought it
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"might be good for local news," but it wasn't worth a rate
just to get the service.

although he didn

F fel

-ease

"that it's certainly an idea,"

"know just how much viewing that would get."

The idea of a line to State Fair Community C liege got
responses from three of the Council members.

Council member F felt

that such an idea "would be a decision between Cablevision and the
colle

" while Council member I felt it was a good idea.

3 "dida'

know" about a line.

Generally the Council members felt as did Council member A
that it "would depend on if the service would be used by all the
people or by a group.

On the question of advertising being allowed on
only five Council members responded.

he cable,

K felt "No, not at this time,"

while F could "see nothing wrong with i-'

and 3 had "No comment."

Council membersCadHcouldn't answer now, feeling that the outcome
of presentations of the new franchise would sway their feeling
The responses ranged from "Oh" (C) to
the services they can provide."

It is just unli

All of the Council members felt that

the emergency ale _ing system and character generator for the Chamber
of Commerce were good ideas.

Council member F felt that these were

"a worthwhile service" while Council member 3 thought they wo ld "be
good for local n ws."

Other

Council members felt, vs did Council

member A, that it "would depend on if the service would be used by all
the people or by a group."

On the question of advertising being allowed

on the cable, only five of the Council tembers responded.

The responses

ranged from "No, not at this tim " (K) to "I see nothing wrong with it"
(TN
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not have any failures.

Of the sIx who felt Cable TV had failures in

Sedalia, three Council members responded th t the main failure was

poor serviceeither poor quality or poorly qualified people.

The

remaining three Council members felt that cable TV's failure in
Sedalia was poor public relations.
All eleven Council members noted that success of cable TV in
Sedalia was improved reception and the inoreased number of stations
available.

The future of cable TV in Sedalia evoked several different
replies from the six who responded.

Council members F and 11 felt dhe

future was good, Council aember I felt "it depends," and Council
meMber E said that
me."

long as they do all right,

's all right with

Council mmber B replied that there will "definitely be a cable

TV, whether this one or not "

"I do It think there's any limit to

the future, if they are given a free h

" was the response-of K.

Six Council members were aware that Cablevision had televised
City Council meetings at one tinie.

Council member J felt that it was

a good idea but should be done by Cablevision as a service to encourage new subscribers.

Council member G felt that the televising of the

Council meetings was good but did not "think enough people tuned in to
watch

_"

B and G felt that Cablevision ceased telecasting the

Council meetings because "they didn'it."

F felt that "the public ',1::action

discontinued it was a finnhcial r ason."
3 or 4 nee_

11

enoT04, people to tune in to
d.

The reason they

fJ knew that "they did that

hile C was no% awal.e of the televised meetings.

might include.

'1 members D and E stated what would be in the

new franchise would depend on the results of the audit.

F felt that

the new franchise "would preclude them from having to make application
Jae Council for certain rate increases."

B speculated that the

proposed franchise would tontain the criteria f r approving or rejecting a rate increase request.

.7 did not "know yet" what it --ould be.

H and K discuSsed why the City Council lowered the fr-nchise
fee from ten percent to three percent.
tion to the FCC requirement

Both indicated that, in addi-

the Council lowered the rate to help

Cablevision make more money without raising the rates.
Cablevist a has had three managers since it began operation:
John Beatty, Jim Adkisson, and Lynn Harri on.

Only four of the Counct

members knew Mr. Be tty when he was Cablevision manager.

Council mem-

her G was the only one who said more than the fatt that he knew
tty.

G stated that he "knew him long before he ever took over

as manager of Cablevision."
Seven of the Council members were familiar with Jim Adkisson.
B's only comment was that the City Council "hardly ever saw Adkisson.
The only time we ever saw him was when they wa ted an increase."
However
him.

H felt differently.

"I certainly can't say anything against

He d d little talking with the negotiations."

All the members

who knew Mr. Adkisson felt that cooperation and communications between
the City Council and Cablevision were diminished during Mr. Adkisson's
tenure.

Part of the cause was the result of the Litigation and partly

Adkisson's person litv.
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the nicest

.

most conscientiois managers I've known

nderful manager."

.

I t Ink

.

Council member A felt that HarrLson was

making more of an effort to inform and assist the City Cou cil than
previous managers.

.1 remarked that Harrison was "a personable young

man who is capable of doing che highest for Cablevision."

Council

member B also believed that Harrison was a more capable nmnager.
"Mr. Harrison is the most informative and capable.
of him.

We see a lot more

H, who had known all three managers, said ".

he's been

cooperative with the Council.

We actually dealt with him directly

more than any of the od'ters."

F agreed with this eval

summed up the Council'
man.

cling by stating,

"He

a perhct gentle-

You can talk to :17_ol any time and he

mnation as he can for us

,

tion and

as much infor-

Cna Ceuncl member co

d on the

fact that the Harrison phone number yes listed in the phone hook,
whereas Adkisson had not had his ph_n- listed.

Council members were asked about their impressions of the
presentations made by Cablevision and 1,110 in 1971 when they asked for

a rate increase.

Five of the Council members were on the City Council

at that time and all five responded.

B felt that LVO's p esentatio

over dinner at the Bothwell Hotel, ras "offensive.

"T_ y wer

j us

trying to tell us we were a bunch of yahoos up here who didn't understand anything."

G was "impressed wjth the way they gave it."

Council metber K referred to it as "The r n7around."

They "flew in

experts from Washington and dhey hired an attorney to cone in and
explain this all to uS and uhv Him." Innii

linro

go-

114-
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ease that resu

d "was a test case for other cable IV's becatse there

had never been a case like ours before."
made extensive use of 35 mm slides.

In the 1971 present tion LVO

1' felt that

the general theme

of that slide show was that they should be able to set their oset a price that the market dictates."

pri

F seemed to sum up the

Council's feelings when asked about his tmpression of the presentation-"Slick."

Only four answered qu sti_
in 1971.

A, who

was justified.

a

about the actual rate increase

't on the Council in 1971, felt that "the raise

It's wnfortunate that

L.

had to end up like it did."

H remembered that:

They (LVO and Cablevision) just did not prove to us that they
were entitled to a dollar increase. Some of the Councilmen
thought that they were entitled to soroLe increase, but when we
talked to them about giving them a partial increase they
refused and said they would not accept less than a dollar.
So
from that point we said well we wont give you the dollar and
that's when all this litigation started.

C, who wasn

on the Council at the tine, felt that in

deservi g of a rate increase.
were losing money.
fat on people.

"they were

They proved they needed the increase and

Like any utility they shouldn't lose money ot get

They ought to get a fair return."

F pointed out that

the City Council probably would have given Cablevis

"a Z5e increase

plus a rranchise reduction, but Cablevision would not accept anything
less than a dollar."
Nine of the eleven Council members responded
the 1975 rate increase request from Cablevision.
itstifiRd in An1cin-

to questions about

A felt that "they are

agreed that the timing was poor "b_th in the past and now."

Council

members D, F, and I all expressed a desire to withhold any comments
concerning the current rate increase -.-request until the audito

report had been received and approved by the City Council.

Both 1

and K were "definitely not in favor of it now," based on the current
situation.

Council member .1 felt that the $5.90 rate was "about right

with the lates_ raise.

But we are examining their finances to see if

they need another 20Q or 30Q or what, but I don't think that feasible
Council member B stated that the City Council's concern about Cable
vision's request for a rate increase was that "with the rate increase

and the decreased franchise fee, they ought to be making $50,000
year more.

a

They el.aim in their rep _ts to us that they are down

S60,000 cow, but I don't believe them."

In concluding the interviews each was asked if they had any
other comments or areas they vented :o talk about.
members declined to make any further comments.

Four of the Co ncil

J believed that "Since

Sedalia's franchise has withstood the test _f the courts, several other
cities may model their fra_ilises after ours."
plaint of Council member I.

Rudeness was one com

He mentioned that he had received severe

complaints on rudeness about "the people that answer the-telephone,
their billing people, and their peeple that go out in the home and
install."

H felt that because of the inconsistency of Cablevision's

financial figures that the City Council needed to send "someone" to
LVO headquarters to examine Cablevision's books.

H also felt that they

needed s meone who "knows what thev are doinv and aet one set -f

I
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let them lease a channel to just anyone or to any program.

I think it

has to have supervision over the programs they would lease to."
Council member F agreed and stated "there certainly would have to be
some safeguards there."
court case was bec

According to K part of the reason for the
"their association wanted a test case.

Half-

way th ough the negotiations they took a hard stand and asked for one
dollar or nothing, and the negotiations broke down."
Council member K seemed to sum up the feeling of the City
Council about cable TV with this remark.

"Every member of the Council

would like to see some form of government agency to regulate
not the city.

They are part of too large a company for a town the

size of Sedalia to fight it.

It is a responsibility that should be

accept'ad by the state, or Federally."

The Cc vricil members believed that the service being provided
by

-ision

3atisfactory.

But most of the Council meMbers were

unaware of the many other services that Cablevision was offering to
provide.

The only other services that Council members wanted were

local programming and movies all day long.

Most of the Council members

were critical about the quality of the programs which had been produced on the local progr;=ming channel.

They generally were critical

of the poor quality picture and the fact that the programs were i
black and white.

The Council members all felt that rooperat on between Cable-
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Poor relations with the City Council and poor service wa::e.cited as
the only failures of cable TV in Sedalia.

members felt that the future o

However, the City Council

cable TV in Sedalia was good, whether

it was Cablevision or some other cable TV firm.
The new franchise was also discussed by the Council members.
Those Council members who responded thought that the new franchise
would include criteria for determining rate increases.

In ed(L-Ition,

the City Council reduced the franchise fee to help Cablevision make
money, not because of the FCC rule limitin- the fee to a maximum of
three percent.

Of the three

managers that Cablevision has had the current

one, Hr. Ha ison is the one who was rated as the most cooperative
and informative.

Those Council members who were on the City Council

at the time of the 1971 rate increase requests were not impressed with
the manner in which LVO and Cablevision presented their case for a
rate increase.

Although Cablevision appeared to have justified so e

rate increase in 1971, the Council members did not believe they had
justified a full dollar.

The 1975 rate increase request did not meet

-h any more success, although timdng seemed to be a problem.

The

results of an audit were being awaited before most Council _embers
would comment on the 1975 rate incre:s- :equest.

Generally there was

a feeling of disbelief concerning the financial figures Provided by
Cablevision.

The Council members believed that because they had won a court
,
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some state or federal agency should be est blished to regulate cable
TV systems within cities and towns.2

§_spl

w_s

Back-round ofgimployees_

The manager, office manager, secretary, and chief technician
of -Cablevision were interviewed in their offices.

the interviews included:

Areas covered in

personal background, services offered by

Cablevision, management practices, Cablevision finances, future of
cable TV in Sedalia, perso nel practices, relationship between Cablevision and the City Council, cablecasting, and plant and equipment.

manager began his career in cable TV in 1965 as a managertechnicianipartner at Shamrock, Texas.

Re remained there until 1969

when he beta e manager of the cable TV systems at Sweetwater and
Rotan, Texas.
casting.

At Sweetwater he had his first experience with cab e-

After two years the cablecasting in Sweetwater failed

because of a lack of interest.

In 1971 he moved to Weatherford,

Oklahoma, where he -oncluded an agreement with the local college for
them to do cablecasting.

In June 1973 he was selected to become the

manager of Cablevision in Sedalia.
tions within the region.

He was active in cable TV associa-

The manager defined his management philoso-

phy as "a seat of the pants type managing.
weekly or daily.

We do what is necessary."

Our philosophy changes
Asked to define the pur-

peSe of Cablevision, he responded that it is "to deliver as many
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quality signals as

possible.

Another goal is to get a return for

the stockholders

The office manager
1969.

has worked for Cablevision since March

Prior to that she had worked -_ Montgomery Ward in the offices.

Her primary duties include management of all accounts dealing with
cheeks, paying all bills

receiving payments from subsi-ibers, filing,

and receiving trouble calls from subscribers.

Generally she super-

vises at least t-o other office personnel, although s -etimes there
are three people that she supervises.
The secretary has worked for Cablevision since June 1973.

Before that she worked as a receptionist for the
(Florida) Times newspaper.

Petersbug

Her chances for advancement are limited

to moving up to office manager.

Her primary duties include receiving

payments from subscribers, writing up trouble call descriptions,
installations

disconnects, and preparing Inputs for the Califo-_ia-

based computer.

The chief techn cian has been working for Cablevision since
April 1974.

He began working for Cablevision after graduation from

technical college following four years service in the Air Force as a
communications repairman.
installers and technicians.

His primary duty is supervision of the
He is responsible for the plant and

operations, repair of all equipment, weekly technical reports to the
corporate headquarters, scheduled maintenance, supervision of any
system construction, and pr viding technical assistance to the other
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Resul

Manager

Interview

The manager was asked abo t w17,1t problems he had encountered
as manager and how he handled them.

He mentioned several problems,

primarily technical, which Cablevision has handled.

These included

ehe problem of interference between channel 5 on the cable and channel
6 which broadcasts in Sedalia.

This problem has been improved by

Cablevision buying "new and better antennas.

We bought a new antenna

for channel 5 out of Kansas City that cost us over $3,000.

Plus we

have conducted line surveys to determine the proper amplifier locatio

"

He continued that "we have had many new technical standards

levied upon us by the FCC.

And we have replaced much equipment that

was orig1nally installed which was poor quality."

The manager men-

tioned that there were three services that he would like to be able
to provide for Sedalia.

These are:

an emergency alerting system which would allow key Civil
Defense personnel to call a special number and have a message
broadcast over all channels by interrupting the program in
progress; run a separate line to State Fair Community College
so they could use their color studio to broadcast programs on
channel 2; and place a character generator at the ChaMber of
Commerce office where messages could be broadcast on channel
2 in the form of a ticker tape with local news and messages.
.

.

If the proposed rate increase were approved i _ediately the emergency

alerting system could be insta led by "July 1, 1975, the line to
State Fair by September 1, 1975, and the character generator by
September 1, 1975."
The subject of deal.Lngs with the City Council br ught an

interesting reply from the manager.

"It's been a good experience for
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from previous own

s."

When the franchise was originally granted

"there was a big hassle about who should get the franchise."

In 1964

and 196-5 a lot of people were buying cable TV systems,

to make a lot of money. Some local people decided to
get into
the act and make some money also, even though they
had already made a lot of money. . . . Local people were mad
that someone with a lot of money should make more, but they
didn't have the political pull.
The people with the money
had the poloal pull and were able to get the franchise
away from r,i10
who knew how to operate a cable system.
.

.

Asked if there was a problem communicating with the City
Council, he replied:
Yah--there was none.
I'm in a very unique position--I can
look back and say, "Boy, you idiots really dropped it here.
Looking back I can see that no effort was made.
.
In the
cable TV business we can't be just a businessman--we have to
get everybody's blessings.
In 1970 and 1971 we were acting
like a bunch of businessmen and felt we didn't need anybody's
permission to do business the way we wanted to.
.

.

The manager felt that Cablevision had not made a pr_fit since
1971 because the City Council would not allow Cablevision to opere_e
in the marketplace like any other business.
manager felt
bility.

The new franchise, the

ouid nail down everything and permit very limited flexi-

He believed that flexibility was the mistake made in the first

chise.

"If they (the City Council) want a first class cable system

they will give us a dollar inc -ase.

If not, then they won't."

Queried about the problems involv ng cableca A.ng, the manager
felt that they were mainly technical.

He felt that they were trying

for network quality programs with classroom eouipment.
Council's attitude toward cablecasting has been

The City

very, very bla e."
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very cool and tried to ignore Cablevision being there.

After the

first program they became very conscious of being on television.
scriber reaction to the televised meetings was negligible and the
programs :ere cancelled.

The manager believed that Cablevision had

done some good work but that the down turn in the economy and the

franchise prohibition against advertising made it uneconourical to
continUe.

The future of Cablevision in Sedali

"looks good--the whole

package would make this the best cable system in Missouri."

The

manager feels that the employees are very dedicated to quality service and the success of Cablevision.

The quality of the system was of concern to the manager.

He

felt that his hands were tied by the headquarters in Tulsa to prevent

him from making the system improvements that he felt were necessary.
He implied that Tulsa would not authorize improvements in the system
until the subscriber rates had increased sufficiently to 1.-ermit a
profit.

The question o_ who should regulate cable TV was mentioned
often by the manager.

As president of the Missouri Cable Television

Association, he led the fight to prevent the establishment of a
MiS5011

Cabl, TV Bureau within the state government.

Moreover, he

feels that cable TV should not be regulated like a utility but should
be able to compete as any other bu-iine!.'s that provides a service to

the public.
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positions of responsibility within UCTV.

At the time of the inte:.-iew

there was a power struggle going on within the top echelon of UCTV.
Re felt that if his benefa tor lost the struggle, he would not be at
Cablevision much longer.

The benefactor lost the struggle in the summer

of 1975, and on September 1, 1975, the manager left Cablevision for
employment w±th another cable TV system not in the UCTV sy

taertstjew
The manager feels that most of the problems dealing with cable

TV quality and service have been overcome in the last two years.
addition there are improved s

In

:ic s that he would like to _ffer

Sedalia, s ch as an emergency alerting syste_

addition of State Fair

Community College to channel 2 for cablecasting, and installation of a

character generator for the Chamber of Commerce use.

To him it appears

that most of the problems with the City Council are the result of poor
unications before he arrived at Cablevision.
ieiis

The financial prob -

f Cablevision have been due to the treatment of Cablevision by

the City Council as other than a normal business.

Cablecasting has

failed because it was uneonom1cal without Cablevision being permitted
to advertise.

In summary he feels that the future of Cablevision is

good and will continue to ba so with the help of concerned employees.

Res ul

Qt1-2.21.9_y2.2L1.1sisfsziews

The employees were questioned about the hiring and salary
practices of Cablevision, as compared to other businesse_ ±n the local
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that the turnover w-,s v ry hi h because

of the low pay.

Even -ith

laws that prohibit discrimination "there is a big difference" in pay
between male and female.

Employee 2 ans ered "No Co-

ent" to the

question of comparability between the salary received and that
received by other employees.

Employee 2 felt that part of the rate

increase received in January 1975 should have gone to ard a salary
increase "because I feel like I have done a good job and deserved it."
Employee 2 did not consider the salary competitive with other similar
positions within the Sedalia area.

Employee 3 felt that "the pay here

is low, but it could be a lot bettee

to attract people to this field.

The employees were interviewed concerning their relationship
the manager.

of Cablevision.

The office manager had known all three ma agerj

Mr. Beatty was characterized as being all business

whereas Mr. Adkisson was described as being very meticulous, thorough
keeping records, honest, easy to work for, and a man who let you
know where you stood with him.

Employee 1 c

ribed the relationship

with Mr. Harrison as informal and easy going.

Employee 2 felt that

the manager wasn't "an easy man to work for."

Employee 3 felt that

they had a "very, very good relationship.

We know each other'

capa

bilities."

The employees were also asked about the qual _y and service
offered by the system.
it isn't well heated.

Employee 2 felt the facilities were "depress_

g-

I d-n't think it's a good office atmosphere."

Employee 1 b- ieved that it had improved.

"Definitely, very definitely.
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The chief technician was able to offer insight into the probhe had faced in the last year with the system.

Until 1974 the

TV system was a patchwork of sloppy maintenance and inadequate
ment.

Now they "--- replacing equipment and doing scheduled

enance instead of principally trouble clls."

The current chief

ician initiated the scheduled maintenance plan.

Doing this type

rk has decreased the number of trouble calls, improved the
re quality and generally made it a bett_- system.

Essentially

are ripping out entire sections of the cable to install new cable,
and amplifiers.

According to the chief technician the quality

a system is measured by the number of trouble calls received
are due to system problems.

They used to average 600 trouble

per month for 4,800 subscribers, but cow average 250 trouble
per month for 5,500 subscribers.

Two-thirds of these trouble

are actually problems with a subs -iber s television.

He est

that it will cost 8100,000 and require two or three years to
.d the cable system.
L

He and the other installers had just cam-

an inventory of system equipment and "it looks bad on paper and

ks bad when you look at the equipment.
artly because of poor installation."

The cable is just wo--

In summary, the biggest

e ia maintaining the system is the "vehicle expense for trouble

The employees were asked what they thought about the services
provided by Cablevision.

Employee_ I responded with "no comment"

sked if the subscribers were generally satisfied with the service.
se 1 aloo did not think there were any other services that Cableshould offer.

Employee 2. hcwever, felt that Cablevision should
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offer "some good higL quality local origination."

High quality was

detined to mean impoved sound quality and color equipment for better
pictures:

On the subject of cablacisting, or local origination

,

Employee 1 refused any comment on the subject other than to state
that religious programming was the best idea Cablevision had had.
Employee 1 would like to have it back.

Employee 2 recalled how

shortly after employment there were several high school students
hired to do some cablecasting, and later a program directcr was hired
but there was nothing being cablecast at the time of the interviews.
Employee 2 felt that cablecasting had improved in content from when
first bee-e.

Employee 2 rarely watched channel 2 because they

never had aeyt ine "worth watching "
were classified as "local comrunity
Employee 3 commented that,

The type of programs appearing
st" by Employee 2.

"We don't do local origination anymore.

stopped beca:e we were operating at a loss with no revenue."
The employees were also questioned -J.)ut their feelings con-

cerning ale proposed rate increase in 1971.
such:

Employee 2 responded

"I think that we should have gotten it.

Inflation has been

rampant and the rate increase would have helped."

Employee I believed

that "the legal battle was awful, but I think we should have gotten
the rate increase.

The Council was hateful for not giving it

i us

Asked why Cablevision had not made a profit sin e 1971, Employee 2
answeree-

"I guess it's because

of this escrow thing.

We were making

a profic at $5.90 but the court decision wiped all --hat out."
handling of the escrow account had its problems.
_

The

The 1974 escrow
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accounts were dropped by the computer uso

by Cablevision and lued

be

reentered by the employees of Cablevision.
The office manager was able to add some additional information
about what occurred during th

71 rate negotiatiAls.

The request for

the 1971 rate increase was not Laa decision of Mr. Adkisson, but
the
decision of the Tulsa headqua ters of LVO.

Mr. Adkisson was concerned

that there would be problems with the C1.01 Council over the rate
request, but followed the directions given him froL, PIO headquarters.

The topic of the relationship between Cableviijn and the City
Council elicited several unusual and int,tresting answers.
knew -nothing about ic

you'll have to ask Lyn

Employee 1

although, "As far as

I'm --ncerned we could have a City Council or not at all--I don't care."

Employee 2's only response was "Well, they don't seem to get al.ng."
Employee 3 felt that Cablevision was "getting them to come around to
our point of view.
carel
coui

It's a shame they didn't look at our situation more

than they did because there are a lot of servi es that we
vided."

Alchoue,h Enployee 3 had not had any contact with

me bers of the ,..cy Council, "a ioi

f subscribers have co -ented

that they think we are doing a great job, and would be willing to
pay
$6.90 or more t_ get better picture and service.

Employee 1 believed that the future of cable TV in Sedalia was
going to be "big.

Employee 2 didn't "want to talk about it" although

"if we ,,et the rate increase, it's a good future."

Employee 3 con-

curred that the future "looks good."

The chief technician remarked that "the facilities here are
next to nothing -I'd like to see them improved."

He noted that most

f the trouble calls they received which were related to the

S
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subscriber's televis on were from e'erly people who could not afford

to pay for a television servicemas call.
The secretary noted that the work was "not befilg, but it is
not challangilig."

The office manager was not

puter system that Cablevision was using

o happy with the com

partly b

ause it was based

in California.

"With the computer system we have now, everything is

two weeks old.

We can't tell if it is hot or cold, while when we had

the cards e could tell if it was hot or cold."

:LrIELy1_2.:-

p7ee.Interviews

The employees generally felt that the pay was low for the re
of work they do.

They appeared to have a good relationsa

gith the

current manager, although he was characterized as not beihg an easy
man to work for.
employees.

The quality of the syrem was not rated highly by the

They felt that the quality was poor, although improved

,

but the systa_ required a complete reo 'id before it would provide the
quality they felt was necessary for suoscriners.

The prui.,em with

cablecasting appeared to be lack of quality and revenue.

Ail the

employees believed that Cablevision should have received the 1971 rate
increase.

The rela ionship between the City Council and Cablevision

was not well perceived by the employees.

They were aware the relations

were not the best but indicated they believed the City Council was
begin_ ng to understand Cablevision's point -' view.

All the employees

believe that the future of cable TV an 'della is good.
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0ther In

_

views

Bill Hert Interview

On April 10, 1971, a Cablevision subscriber, Bill Hart, ran
ad in the Sedalia_Democrat protesting the poor servize and quality
received by subscribers.

He asked in the ad that all those who agreed

with him clip out the coupon part of the ad and sen6 it to him,
or
call him.

Mr. Hert aL2.o wrote letters of compla-

Communications Commission, Missouri's U.S. Sena:
Congressman.

co the Federal
and the district

Mr. Hert was interviewed by teic* ne on April 17, 1975,

to determine why he had undertaken his one-man campaign.
asult

In

Mr. Hart race_

ed 600 to 700 replies from other subscribers

who felt the service was poor.

He believed that the poor quality was

caused by old and outdated equipment which needed to be replaced.

"They put in cheap stuff to begin with and it only has a useful life
of five to seven years.

ln a few words, it's just a bailing wire

operation."
Having seen cable TV in several othe

cities, Mr. Hart felt

that reception should be better than it was in Sedalia.
opposed to a rate increase.

we get some good service."

"1

not

I don't care what they charge as long as

As a result of Mr. Hert's ad the vice

president of LVO came to visit him when the LVO headquarters group
was in Sedalia for a presentation to the City Council.

Mr. He

not impressed with the man.
The future

cable TV is very high according to Mr. Hert.

He

believes that Cablevlsion could provide much more for Sedalia than it
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is if it were given the necessary money to install new and modern
equipment.

Mr. Hert feels that the quality of cable TV in Sedalia is

worse now than in 1971 when he fel_ it was poor.

Rslatively knowledge

able of the FCC technical requirements of a cable TV system, Mr. Hert

believed that he

had managed to educate the City Council some about

cable TV during the 1971

increase discussions.

Bill Hert intervjew

Suimnary:

Mr. Bill Here felt so strongly about the poor uality service
received by Cablevision subscrib rs, that he paid for a onehalZ page
ad in the Sedalia Democrat

Out of a total of 4,000 subscribers,

Mr. Hert found 600 to 700 subscribers who were w'lling to agree -ith
.

Although "not a richman," Mr. Hert refused several offers to pay

for the ad he placed.

Mr. Hert believed that outdated and poor quality

equipmet,t had been originally installed iu the Cablevision system,

and this was the cause of the poor q:-=

n erview:

Dr. William E.

t

raception.

cTeer

A personal interview by the resea:cher of Dr. William E.
McTeer, Professor Financial

lagement

The University of Missouri

at Whiteman Air Force Base, was condyeted in May 1975.

Dr. McTeer is

a registered Certified Public Accountant in Florida, and has served as
a financial advisor to several colleees and a major fina-c al firm on
Wall Street.

Dr. McTeer's interview, along with the financtal analysis

by Stephen Lamian, will comprise the fina _ial analysis of Cablevi

n.

Dr. McTeer had access to balance sheet and statement of income to make
his conclusions.
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Results:_ _Dr._ McTeer

Dr. McTeer classified the overall finaneal situation of
Cablevision as bleak.

The price that LVO paid when they purchased

Cablevision was most likely based upon expectations of growth.
the expectations

"If

ere too high, then they did pay too much." In

looking at the rate of return on assets, a figure often used by the
Citv Council, he concluded that the rate was too low to justify the
high price that LVO paid for Cablevision.

Moreover, the e probably

were not too high profits prior Lo 1970 which would have caused these
expectatio.-

In addition, it is hard to believe that there might

have been a sudden change to cause the current problems.
The method of showing the purchase of Cablevisiou v.rz,s questioned by Dr. McTeer.

Instead of financing it through Owner Equity,

they financed it by using short-term assets, the advance to affiliates.
"There is no way

.

.

.his firm will be able to generate enough money

in the short term (one year or less) to pay this liability off.
Recort

this way is totally unacceptable in accounting procedures.

Yeu never show any h.ing in the short term account that you caner pay

off within one year.

The account has been carried in the cur ent

liabilities section for the last three years.

In addition, there are s=e liabilities which have a negative
balance which is unacceptable.

"These negative liabilities should be

on the asset side of the balance sheet.

When there are obviou5

.rragularities like this, it makes you wonder what a strict aucit would
turn up."

current

The current ratio, which is the ratio of cur:ent assets to
is so low that Dr. McTeer almost laughed about it.
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"If the data is accurate, the company is justified in asking :o- an
increase."

The computdr services expense paid by Cablevision appears to be
a very high expense.

"ThatYs a lot to spend for such a small operw,ion.

They are probably spending money inefficiently in their computer services."

Dr. McTeer su-gested that Cablevision could probably hire a

clerk and spend less money and do the job mo e efficiently.

Looking

at the overall operation 0; Cablevision, Dr. McTeer concluded that

poor cost control or improper revenue increases were causing increased
cost functions with the accompanying poor management indications.

The

management of costs has been inexcusable.
Vhat the City Council must decide is if the services being

offered are sufficient that they should appro,Te any further rate
eases.

"It is r:,.asonable for the r'ity Council to expect to see

new serviaes or improvements bef2
cially when past perfor- nce

a rate increase, espe-

kin

Dr. McTeer was asked

if he would trust the figures given if he were on the City Council,
and his answer was:

"Oh no:

The fact that they are not audited, the

fact that they are only given by the companyl would not accept them."

He felt that the City Council should insist upon a full audit before
giving any further increases, not just an audit survey.

Summary

Dr. McTeer felt that Cablevision was engaged in some unacceptabla accounting practices in their reporting of finances to the City
c;ouncil.

Itt addition it appears that the expectations shown by. LVO

in purchasing Cablevision were considerably higher than the financial
past or present has sho-

to be ju tified.

He also b'elieved that the
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managemeu

being d -e poorly and cited as an example

the coop ---

cLrg uAe

Dr. McTew: te,Lt, that

f hf,

cel-Ofied

by Cablevision.

In conclusion,

ould ask for

core

increase

.

requests from Cablewkion.

Results ana Summar,of Financial Analysis
Financial data were obtained from Cablevision so that a financial analysis could be undertaken.
refused by the manager.

The request for data was initially

After an explanation of the method of conducting

the analysis, and assurances from the researcher and the analyst
that

all data would be retained in the strictest confidences, the manager
agreed to provide the data.

An adjustment factor known only to the

Ps applied to the Anancial data.5
According to the analyst, indications are that some areas of
Cablevision's financial picture are encouraging.

Revenue appears t

be

steadily increasing although it will probably lei,e1 off as maximuni
penetration of the market is reached.

Moreover, the rate of increase

of expenses i- slowing down and may become tolerable in tJya

_uture.

Cablevisio 's expanses are the area that require the greatest
attention from management.

The service costs, as a percentage of

expenses, are considerably above the average for cable TV systems of
comparable size.

The ratio of expense

to revenue is so large that it

indicates serious financial problems for Cablevision.

The inability

of management to control expenses has placed Cablevia close to

Stateme

'See Appendix C for fu
of Income, and Ratio

financial analysis. Balance Sheet,
-alysis are included.
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financial collapse.

If this trend can be reversed, within the next

e to five years, the prospects for Cablevision extracting itself
frl- a fin ncial collapse are improved.

The overall prognosis for Oablevision is guarded.

Management

appears co be making some headway in gaining control of the increasing
expenses.

However, it appears that a rate inc ease will be required

to provide additional necessary revenue.

especially cash, is urgently required.

Better utilization of assets,
The large cash balance that is

maintained would be better used if it were invested.

The retention of

the large cash balance results in lost interest for Cablevision.

If

the exc,ss cash in 1974 had been invested in one year certificates of
deposit, Cablevision would have ear ed an additional $7,000 in 1974.
The current accounting practices of Cablevision are questionable according to the analyst.

If Calevision intends to continue

dealing with the City Council, it must insure that its accounting
practices meet the recognized stanO rds of the accounting profession.
A full certifi
that Cabl

audir- not just a survey audit, is required to insure

ision and

City Ctiune.1 are negotiating with the same

data.

Correlation

Resultc

There are several --eas which lend themselves to a correlation
study.

On the subject of quality of service provided by Cablevision
_even of the nine responding City Council members, the

manager of Cablevision, and two
tha

the -hree employees who believed

Iluality had i proed or was rated as gooa or b:-.zter.

the C.uncil memr, on
qu

1 y was poor,

Two of

em.,Joyee, and Mr. Hert ooliev-d that the serv-
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The relationship between the City Council and Cablevision was
also examined.

Four of the Council members, one of the employees, and

the manager all felt that the relationship was good.

Only one Council

-.ember and one employee felt that the relationship las poor.

The area of other services that Cal-,,,Da could/should provide resulted in varied answers

Four c

Gouncil members and

one employee did not know of any services that Cablevision should
provide.

Fout

gramming, one

-1 -..embers and one emplyee suggest_d local pro-

I member wanted more sports and movies, one employee

hinted that there could be many other services, the m-aager listed
three services he could provide soon, and Mt. Hert mentioned that there

were several other services that cable TV could provide.
Four of the Council members and Mx. Hart never watched any of
the local programming because reception was so poor.

One Council

member thought the idea of local programming was a good idea, one
employee felt the local programs had improved in content, while one
Council member felt the programs were no good because there was no
taleat or decent equipment.

One oth - Coun :a member thought the local

programming cea ed operations because there were not enough people
watching the programs, while the manager, one Counci.4 member, and one
employee said the reason for ceasing local programming was finavcial.
Five of six Council members, all three employees, the manager,
and Mr. Hert said that the future of cable TV in Sedalia was good.
The one dissenting Council member felt that the future of cable TV in
Sedalia "depends

Only four of the Council members and one employee knew
Mr. Beatty when he was manager of Cab evision.

Seven of the Coun

members, and one employee
Cablevision.

dr. Adkisson when he was manager of

All eleven

-he Council members, and all three employees

are familiar with Mr. Har:iscn, the manager of Cable\

Only

Mr. Hert did not know hie'.

The 1971 rate request eroceedings were rat1 by four of the
Council members as:

ffensive=

ressive; the run around; and slick.

oil mtnmhilr

amo

a re e increase request for some

as deserved as did twc

the employees.

The 1975 rate and crancieLse negotiaions were discussed by
several of the inte -iewees.

Two of the nin

sponding Council

members eeid that the new franchie

would contai- provisions r_garding

future rate increase requests.

Council members said the new fran-

chise would depead upon the results of
the time of the interviews.

the audit which was pending at

All nine respondi.e Council membcrs said

the timing of the latest rate increase request was poor.

Dr. MeTeer

agreed that the City Council should iesist upon a full audit before
entering into any further rate negotiations.
The responses concernir

regulation of cable TV were few.

One C uncil member felt cable TV ehould be treated as public utility,
wt=reas one other Council member felt it should be regulated by a state
or federal agency.
operate as

The manager felt that cable TV should be able to

..rt independent b'Jiness and one other Council membc.r felt

cable should be given a free hand.

The failures Q5 co)le TV in Sedalia ware discounted by two of
loll me-bers.

Thtaa ot the Council members felt that poor serv-

iae was a major failing, while three other; felt that the major failing
was poor public relations.

The manager felt the major failing of
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cable TV in Sedalia was the

catastrophic failure of local originat on."

Hr. Hart felt the failure was a lack of sarvice and picture quality.
Dr. MeTeer and the financial analyst indica ed that the major failing
was management of finances.

All eleven Council members and the manager felt the major
success of cable TV in Sedalia had been the improved reception and
increased selection of TV stations available.

Chapter 4

CONCLUSION

As the Comnittee fo- Economic Develop ent (CED)

tated:

Ultimately, any person will be able to have instant audiovisual communications with any other person throughout the
world.
The question is no longer whether such a result is
technically possible 'L.,
4w:her it is economically feasible
and socially i.esire.:)-.

With cable TV,

(CET), 1975, pp. 13-14)

.tatioas arz to "bring opera to Odessa, Broadway to

Bayonne, adult education to Appalachia, 'soul' to Watts
spo

.

and

-megahertz upon meaahertz of sports--to superspectators wherever

they are."

Kaaba, 1972, pp. 193, as quoted b:,. P

1973, p. 30

Studies have shown that the poteutial of cable ZV is unlimited or rather
limited only by economics and people.

-on, the former manager

Mr.

f Cablevision in Sedalia, stated that during the 1950's and 1960's

people aot into cable TV to make money and then got o. The people
who b uaht them out a.z.,1 nmow trying to get the cable I'dust y on stable
tee

to reach some

projected potential.

reached as many had predicted it would be.

This potent4a1 was not

(Harrison, April 7, 1975)

People and finances seem to be the two thinas slowing down this growth.
A review of literature ind :ate-, a

rost in cable.

majority of studies have either rem74_,

cielines for developmen

of fader-1

The

state and lual regulatio: of cable technology or presented
.

hypothetical models and financial p ojections to demonstrre the economic viability _f cable in large cities.

9G

Studies have negiecr.ed people,
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people who manage, govern, and utilize cable.

This -t-dy was undertaken

to discover areas of interaction between people in one cable system.

Observations

As a result

study, several observations can be made con

cerning the Sedalia City Council and cable IV in Sedalia.
1.

Cablevisioa in 1971 and agaia. in 1975 did not properly present

justification for a rate inc
one dollar increase, nothing less.

In 1971. Cablevi i-- demanded a

support their justification

the rate increase they brought in several executiv s from the Tulsa
headquarte s of LVO, plus an outside consultarit
the City Council.

with a slide show for

They dined with the City Council members and put on

their show in an attemp-_ to convince the City Council that they

justified in requesting a one dollar rate increase.

The City Council members felt that the people from Cablevision and
LVO were treatiag them like a "bunch of yahoos."

Although the City

Council offered less than one dollar for a rate increase, Cablevision
demanded nothinc, less than one dollar, aad Litigation resulted which
eve- ually went agaiast Cablevision,

In the spring of 1975 while a new franchise ordi-

being

negotiated between the City Council and Cablevision, Cablevision asked
for another rate increase, even though they had just been granted a
$5.90 rate two months earlier.

When the City Council held a public

hearing on the rate increase reques

Cablevision once again brought

in several key executives from the company headquarters to present their
justification to the City Council.

Once agaia Cablevisioa asked for

nothing less than one dollar, although the City Council offered 25Q.
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For the second time in four years Cablevis _n was turned down.
the interviews and attendance at the 1975 meetings, it vas apparent
that the executives of UCTV and Cablevision had not learned how to
negotiate with the Sedalia City Council.
In o -der to get the new franchise, Cablevisioa accepted the 25O
rate increase.

Once the new fran hise was aloproved, Cablevision requested another
75C rate increase.

dance with this new franchise, the City

Counnil had to respond within 60 days.

The 75c rate request was denied

aad sh(rtly after Cablevision initiated litigation,
2.

There was considerable political ho setrading involved ih rhe

awarding of the original franchise.

Although the originaL franchise

was awarded to at Iola, Kansas, firm owned by the Hudson Brothe_

within a month the firm had been sold to a corporation headed by
Mr. E. W. Thompson and Mr.

alter C. Cramer of Sedalia.

To pay for the

construction of the cable system, Thompson and Cramer sold shares of
ownership to che construction company, part ownership to the new ma ager,

and part owle ship co We've other stockholders.

The new lawyer of

Cablevision was the lawyer for one of the losing firms in the bidding.

One of the lawyers for one _f che losing firms was later to be the judge
at the litigation involving Cablevision and the City Council.
3.

If the information provided to the City Council appea

originate from the manager of Cablevision, the City Council tends to
believe the information.

If the information appears to be fxom UCTV

headquarters, even though provided by the manager, the City Council
tends not to believe the information.

This problem in credibility

stems from the refusal of CabLevision or UCTV to provide certified
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audited i aancial information to the City Council.

Instead, the,UCTV

exe utives offrred to provide figures cert'fied by the executives
themselves.
4.

The City Council believes that Lynn }Iarrison has done th

job or any of the man

that Cablevision has had.

best

Because Mr. Ra--ison

was more cooperative and visible to the City Council, they felt that he
was a better m =ager.

Moreover, the fact that Mr. Harrison pr vided

more information to the City Council, and did so without reluctance,

added to the impression held by the City Council members that he was
the he,...ter manager.
5.

Neither Mr. Ha-rison nor the City Council members uadersta d

financial information that was provided, other than profit and loss.
Some of the basic terms and ratios of fiaancial dealings were not undarstood by the participants in the negotiations.

The purpose and use of

depreciation, corporate overhead- microwave fees, proportionate share
of corporate taxes, ald other terms were not understood.

The financial

experts from UCTV did nor take this lack of uaderstanding iato consideration when making their explanations to the City Council.

As a result,

they were talking over the heads of the Council members.

For example, the City Council did not understand that even though
UCTV owned the microvalre system that car ied the distant signals to

Sedalia, they still had to charge the same fee to Cablevision as to
other cable TV systems.

The Council members believed that the microwave

lees were a dummy charge to Cahlevision to make the financial picture
look worse than it a-tually was.

In addition, the Council members did

not understand why Cablevision had to pay a proportionate share of
UCTV's corporate overhead.

6.

The City Council believes that CablevisLon has been making a

profit and hiding it under false expenses.

They have this belief because

conflicting financial data which they have been given
years.

_ver the

An example of this can be seen by cociparing the audit received

by the City Council and the FCC form 326 filed by Cablevision.

There

are several expenses which show on the audit but do not show on the
Form 326 as expenses.

There were enough expenses not listed on the

1974 FCC report that were listed on the audit to tura the loss into a
profit.

In a letter attached to a copy of the FCC Form 326 for 1974, the

UCTV comptroller pointed out that the "FCC Form 326 does not necessarily
require adherence to generally accepted accounting principles whereas

financial statements for sto kholders, leaders, etc. do require such
adherence."

in spite of this statement, there were still several dis-

crepancies noted betweea data that were reported to the FCC and data
that were included in the audit report.

It appearu that the City

Council was just fied La questioning the credibility of the financial
data being provided by Cabl_ ision.
7.

What the City Council members consider to be the successes

cable TV in Sedalia are actually the purposes of a cable TV system.
However, the employees mentioned no successes and the man ger mentioned
only one episode of 1 --al programming.
the success

The Council memberS consider

f cable TV to be the improved reception compared to the

nonmal.over-the-air signals, and the wider selection of television stations to watch.

The employees did not men i n anything they considered

to be a success while the manager considered a telethon to raise money
for the hospital auxiliary to be the one success of Cablevision.
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8.

Everyone ag ees that service has been the major shortcoming of

Cab evisioa.

The problem is that thera is no agreement as to what

comprises service.

Sone consider service to mean technical quality

of the picture and sound, other-

ide

service to mean the repair

ahl correction of system problems, while still others consider service
tc, mean the ,00peration, information, and public relations in dealing
th the C _y Council.

has had problems.

All are definitely areas in which Cablevision

All are also areas where Cablevision has improved,

although there is some question about whether they have improved enough
to satisfy subscribers and the City Council.
9.

Of the sixteen people interviewed, only the manager and three

others were aware of other ser-ices that Cablevision could provide.
Although the manage_ stated that

he had talked to several of the Council

members about servic s that Cablevision could o_fer if the rate were
increased to $6.90, only one of the Council members could rec-ll any
of the services that the manager had mentioned.

This could indicate

that the Council members are not retaining the information that the
manager is explaining to them.

One of the complaints about Cablevision was that they were not
off

ing enough services to subscribers.

Yet those who regulate the

cable TV system in Sedalia were unaware of the potential that cable TV
has to

anly the manager, the chief technician, and Nr. Hert

e ewe e that there were services other than the ones mentioned by
the manager, Tthich cable TV could offer.

This ir,dieaces that the p ten-

tial of cable IV is not being sold in Sedalia, only the clearer re epn part of cable TV.

If Cablevision is to increase t e number of
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subscribers significantly above the current 5,500, then they must
iafo-__ or show people the potential of cable TV.
10.

The reason ceblecasting failed was inadequate budget, inadequate

equipment, and failure to inform subscr bers of programming schedules.

Several of the people interviewed felt that cablecasting was a service
they would like to see mo e of froni Cablevision.

As Ledbetter poi--ed

OU

The rate at which this demaad grows and the degree to which cable
meets the needs and desires of people will depend heavily upon
the content, managemeat, technology, and financing of cable
origination.
(Ledbetter, Chapter 3, p. 39 in Tate, 1972)
A review of the literature (Tate, 1972, Feldman, 1970, Blair,

1974) indicated several factor- involved ia the success frmu1a for
cablecasting.

These facto s include:

Keep local programming local to maintain interest.
b.

Use broadcast quality equipment--color if possible.

Cost

for color equipment would be about $95,000 plus the cost of a per anent
studio.
c.

There must be a paid staff to coordinate and produce progr-_

and do repairs on the equip ent.

tufo= subscribers of pro gra m schedules.
e.

Advertising is essential for operations to at least break even.

f.

Support frOm all levels of -anagement is essential for cable-

casting to be successful.

Cablevision has been lacking in all these areas, especially managemeat support from UCTV.

In establishing the cablecasting originally they

provided used equipment that was
system.

_

_

longer needed at another cable TV

-a addition, they operated under a franchise wh ch prohibited

1
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any advertising revenue by Cabllvision for cablecasting.

The only

reason they were allowed to continue with the cablecasting is because
of the FCC requirement for it

Budget for operations vas less than

$500 per month to pay salaries, booking of programs, equipment, promot _n, etc.
Ll.

The employees were justified in their complaint about insuf-

ficient salary.

The secretary was paid slightly more than minimum wage

although the duties of the position were more than would normally be
expected of a secre_-ry.

The installer-te'hnicians are also paid

below the level they could earn in other r lated jobs within the communications-electronics area.

The office manager %_ith the seniority and

responsibilities see_s to be underpaid.

Part of

the problem may be

symptomatic of the economic conditions of this geographic area.

However,

attract and retain qualified personnel, cable TV must pay wages that
are attra tive and competitive.
12.

There are limited lines of communication between the City

Council and Cablevision.
rece' ed.

The message sent was not always the message

Inn previously cited example of other services that Cable,

vision could offer snows that no= all Council members receive the
inforuation presented to them.

Moreover, not all members of the City

Council were informed of proposals and actions by the managers of
Cablevision.

Although the Council members have repeatedly asked for financial
information from Cablevision, they were seldom satisfied with the
information they received.

It was as if they were seeking some single

golden figure which would tell them whether or not Cablevision was
actually making a profit.

The problem was That they did not believe any
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financial information provided by UCTV or Cablevision because it had not
been

ce

ified" by a CPA, or other recognized authority.

Even with

the survey audit the members were still not satisfied with the information.
13.

The franchises between Cablevision and the City of Sedalia

have not been descriptive enough to prevent
from entering the picture.

personal interpretations

Almost every member of the City Council

has his own definition of what Rate of Return meant, and because of
that they have been unable to determd_ne what a fair rate of return
should be for Cablevision.

As a result the Council members have used

"feelings" to determine what kiad of a rate of return Cablevision should
All the members used the phrase "that feels about right for them"

get.

when referring t_ their decision to grant the latest rate increase of

25.
The current franchise specifies that the City Council must state
what c

teria were used in arriving at a decision regarding a rate

increase, but it does not refer to the validity of the crit .ia used,

or even whether all participants in the negotiations agree to these
criteria.

As a result of this lack of clarity, the current franchise

is once again causing trouble between the City Council and Cablevision.

Personal interpretation of what constitutes valid criteria or "fair"
has caused litigation to result twice.
14.

The computer system used by Cablevision costs more than the

benefits it generates.
compute

For 1974 Cabievision spent over $10,000 for

services, most of which could be handled by the two office

employees, perhaps with the addition of a third employee.
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The third
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employee could easily be hired for considerably less than $10,000 per
year.

In addition, the records would be available for immediate access.

Because of the need to mail records and information to California where
the computer firm is based, the information on hand in the Cablevision
office is consistently at least two weeks old.

In the case of discon-

nections for nonpayment of a bill, such a subscriber is receiving two
extra weeks of cable TV for free, which is costing Cablevision money.
Although the computer system may be necessary for UCTV's operations,

the imposition of this system on Cablevision has unduly hampered
Cablevision's operations.

Moreover, it has decreased the timeliness

of their response to situations because of the need to wait two weeks
for results.
15.

The original design and layout of the cable system was poorly

executed.

Evidence indicates that poor quality equipment was originally

installed and maintained.

For example, 't is recommended that ampli-

fiers be installed at least one every 1,500 to 2,000 feet of cable.
This was not the case with Cablevision.

In some spots the cable went

over a mile without an amplifier; this has been corrected in the
two years.

Because of the location of the

last

headend there are some

areas of Sedalia that will continue to have poor quality reception
because of the distance from the headend on a particular trunkline.
The reception will not improve until the length of the trunkline is
shortened or the headend is relocated.
16.

Management policy from UCTV headquarters has not permitted

flexibility on the part of the local managers.

Even though some of the

equipment has been worn out since 1973, UCTV WOUld nOt permit replacement of the equipment until the rate request was granted.

0

As a result
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the quality of the system was degraded.

In addition, the local

managers desired to keep records in Sedalia but were overruled by UCTV
executives when the computer system was installed.

All rate requests

for increases came from the Tulsa offices instead of fro:- Sedalia.

Once a desired increase had been decided there was no retreating from
that set figure, even if litigation resulted.

As the office manager

pointed out, ell budget decisions were made in Tulsa, even when to
replace trucks or equipment.

Conclusions

As a result of this study there were three conclusions that
were evident:
1.

Cable TV in Sedalia would be better off operating separately

from UCTV, or with different management policies. 1
2.

Cablevision and the City Council need to work out a better

f-anchise which is more descriptive, flexible, and concrete.
3.

Better lines of communication must be established between the

City Council and Cablevision.

imitations of the Study

1.

This study did not explore the parameters for Cablevision to do

local origination successfully.

2.

The lines of communication within

the City Council or Cablevision were not studied.
was explored.

4.

3.

Only one system

It did not undertake a survey of community leaders

and their awareness of pos ible utilization of a cable system.
1

5.

Cablevision was sold in April 1976 to Total Television of

S dalia.
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demographic study of the city and the subscribers to the cable system
was not undertaken.
7.

6.

Technical areas we e not fully examined.

A complete financial analysis was not undertaken.

techniques were not fully studied.

viewed about the cable system.

10.

9.

8.

Management

Subscribers were not inter-

Political affiliations of City

C-uncil members was not studied or their voting record

Implications for Further Study

1.

Follow up study with Lhe new management of cable TV in Sedalia

should be undertaken.
2.

Study of management techniques and marketing woulJ be use ul to

dis-over trends.
3.

A study of other systems should be done to deter_ ne which are

succe.- ul and determine the correlation of flexibility of the franchise
and/or management techniques.
4.

Study of subscriber awareness in a small to medium cable system

is needed.
5.

Study of co

6.

Study of other media and its effect on cable in a town or area

unity leaders and their awareness of cable is needed.

should be conducted.
7.

Evaluation of technical equip ent and personnel involved in

cablecasting is another area of possible study.
8.

A survey of salaries within the cable TV industry should be

undertaken.
9.

Study to pinpoint .parameters that account for widely varying
_

experiences in cable systems making a profit with cablecasting and
those not making a profit should be
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undertaken.
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10.

Demographic study of subscribers and their utiiization of

cable would be beneficial.
11.

A correlation of educational level and job advancement is

desirable.

1
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ummary of C-- cil
Quality of Service:

Mernber Responses

9 Responses

6 - Good
1 - Marvelous
2 - Poor
2.

Relationship Between City
Council and Cablevision:
1 - Not fully
cooperative, especially
on finances
4 - Good, with few
problems

Other services That Could Be
Provided:
4 - Need more local
programm ng
1
Show sports and movies
4 - Don't know of any
other services
Cablecasting:

1
1
4
1
1

-

8 Respo- es

Good idea
No talent or equipment,
so it's n_ good
Never watch it
It failed
because of finances
It failed
because not enough were
watching
.

Future of Cable TV in
Sedalia:

2
1
1
1

-

1

9 Responses

6 Responses

Good
It depends
It's O.K. with me
Will be
somebody, maybe not Cablevision
Cable must have a free hand

Evaluations of Cablevision
Managers
4
7
11
11

-

Knew Hr. Beatty
Knew Mr. Adkisson
Knew Mr. Harrison
Rated Mr. Harrison

more accessible and cooperative
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5 Responses
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1971 Rate Request:

1
1
1
1
4
8.

-

8 Responses

1971 presentation was offensive
Impressed by presentation
Presentation was the run around
Presentation was slick
They deserved the rate increase

1975 Franchise:

4 Responses

2 - Franchise depends upon dhe audit
1 - It will simplify future rate requests
1 - It will include criteria for rate approvals
1975 Rate Request:

9 - Time was po:
10.

9 Responses
:: ask for rnoe

Regulation of Cable TV:

3 Responses

2 - Treat it as a utility
1 - Let the federalor state government do ie.
have expertise to regulate.
11.

Failures of Cable TV in Sedalia:

Coumoil doesn't

8 Responses

2 - There are no failures
3 - Poor service
3 - Poor public relations with the City Council
12.

Successes of Cable TV in Sedalia:

11 Responses

11 - Improved reception and increased number -f stations daat
can be received

12

APPENDIX C
Financial Analysis of Cablevision, Inc.
of Sedalia, Missouri

by Stephen L. Lamkin

An analysis of the financial condition of Cablevision in
Sedalia, Missouri, a subsidiary of

_ted Cable Television of Tulsa,

Oklahoma, was undertaken to determine the effectiveness of operations.

All data whicE is presented has been adjusted by a factor known only
to the analyst to protect the confidentiality of the information.

Since the adjustment factor was applied to all financial data there
will be no effect on the results.

The $tatement of income
Financial data was available only for Fiscal Years 1970
thro_gh 1975, the time frame that LVO Cable, later UCTV, had owned
Cablevision in Sedalia.

The most noticeable figures from the state

ment of income was that the Net Income has changed from a profit of
$30,198 to a loss of $41,116 during the five years from 1970 to 1974.
rhis net change of $71,314 :las had a drastic effect on other areas of
the financial structure.

Looking at Figure 1, tbis change has resulted

as much of a loss per dollar of revenue in 1974 as a profit per
dollar of revenue in 1970.

The trend indicates this loss rate will

continue unless there is some method of increasing the revenue without
increasing the operating expenses.

The new rate approved by the

Sedalia City Council of $6.15 per month does not appear to generate
107
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sufficient revenue to produce a reasonable rate of return, reasonable
be ng a rate of 7 to 10 perce
kn examination of the operating expenses provides some insight
into the major cost funet ons.

General and Administrative Expenses

haee more than doubled in the last six years, reflecting the increases
salaries, taxes, parent corporate overhead, and miscellaneous
expenses.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the different costs of

operation with the total operating expenses.

The General aad Adminis-

trative Expenses of Cablevision have averaged 42 percent of the total
expenses over the last six years.

This was well less than the 80 per-

cent suggested by Baer (1973, p.

-) and the 85 percent suggested by

Comanor and Mitchell (1971, p. 173).

This large disparity suggests

that expenses other than General and Administrative are us ng a disproportionate share of the Operating Expenses.
system's

kri established cable

eneral and Administrative expenses usually comprise most of

the operating expenses.

The Service Cost has averaged over 30 percent of the total
operating expenses, which was above the average estimated by Baer
(1973, p. 187) and Comanor and Mitchell (1971, p. 173) of 10 percent.

Microwave cost was the other major expense which was encountered.
Cable ision's micro eve cost increased from 1 percent to II percent
during the last six year_

This cost was not considered by Baer (1973)

or Comanor and Mitchell (1971) in their s udies although the cost
appears to be reasonable.
Revenue has increased by th2 percent during the last six years.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the rates of increases of

11 4

revenue and

operati g expenses.

The slopes indicate that revenue should continue

ncr ase while operating expenses should level off somewhat.

It

appears that at sone time in the futu e Cablevision should be able to
earn a profit once aga n.
The ratio of operating expenses to revenue has increased

steadily in the last six years, from 58 percent to 87 percent in 1974.
It did decrease to 75 percent in-1975.

Such a ratio is too higl,

"A systen whose stea0y-state operating expenses run above 65 percent
of revenues is probably in financial trouble."

(Baer, 1973, P. 57)

This indicates that little income is left over to pay for interest
_xpenses

dep _ciation, and taxes.

The trend indicates that the finan-

cial condition of Cablevision is worsening.

The Income Taxes shown

are not actually those paid by Cablevision.

Those shown are their

pro-rated share of the consolidated income taxes paid by the parent
ation.

The pro-rated share of corporate overhead- based upon

the number of subscribers, is included in General and Administrative
Expenses.

Balance Sheet

Cablevisi n had a very large cash balance carried in the as_
part of the Balance Sheet.

The ratio of Sales to Cash balance has

been steadily decreasing for the last five years.

The wisdom of main-

taining such a large balance is questionable because the money could
be invested to draw interest or dividends and aid Cablevisioa's
revenue.

Baer (1973) indicates that normally the Sales/Cash ratio

should be 15:1 (p. 191), whereas Comanor.and Mitchell (1971) s ggest
tic of 20:1 (p. 189).
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rhe Property, Plant, and Equipment account appears reasonable

with the normal increases in capacity being offset by accumulated
depreciation.

However, the overall decrease implies that equipm

depreciating faster than it i- being replaced.

Ihu- the equip-ent is

in a steady-state rather than being modernized and replaced.

It is interesting to note that the accc,At Excess Cost of
System at Acquisition Over Net Tangible Assets did not appear on t_e
sheet until 1913, although the system was acquired in 1969.

The only

suggested reason for this addition is the desire to adhere to

AcCounting Principles Board Opinion No. 17 which prohibits a lump sun
w ite off, and requires amortization of all or part of the excess cost.

However, Cablevision does not appear to be amortizing any of the excess
cost

instead carrying it as a lump sum on the books.

Two liabilities are particularly noticeable and dese ving of
comment.

The Accounts Payable-Customers was quite large, being 70 per-

cent of the Current Ass ts.

One possible use of this account would be

a reserve for maintenance and service instead of using it for subscriber preP-yments, another account which already exists.
a reserve should be charged against operating expenses.

However,

The other

large liability of note is the Accounts Payable-Affiliates.

Mr. Wooldridge, who conducted the survey audit for the Sedalia Ci
Council, indicated that this account was probably used to cover a
short-term loan from the parent corporation.

However, the use of a

short-term account to cover what appears to be a long-term loan violates all proper accounting principles.

The sudden jump of a current

liability of twice a year's revenue is strange and without an acceptable explanation.
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The decreasing Retained Earnings sh _s the net effect of
Cablevision's having operated with losses during the past nine years.

It indicates that in the first eight years of operation, Cabl vision
had losses totalling $121,000.

This large loss shows the deteriorating

financial condition of Cablevision.

A. ratio analysis was undertaken to get a better idea of the

financial st=-cture, condition, and use of the different funds.

The

analysis consisted of determining ratios of different items from the
income stet -eat and the balance sheet, and then examining these
ratios for trends both within the firm and within the industry.
1.

Sales/Cash:

1972 to 1974 ratios indicate the holding of idle

and unnecessary cash balances, thus

yielding no return on the money.

A better policy would be to .avest unnecessary cash or pay off short
term debts.
2.

Maintenance Cost/Sales:

Increasing .y_

Cablevision is .pending

more each year, except in 1973, to maintain the system.

Comarlor and

Mitchell (1971, p. 173) esti Ate that a mature cable TV system, similar
in size to Sedalia, should spend approximately 6 percent of their sales
for system maintenance, as opposed to the 20 to 25 percent of sales
that Cablevision is spending.

This indicates that either the plant

and equipment of Cablevision is outdated and requires abnormal amounts
of maintenance, or that revenue is insufficient to support the
required maintenance.
3.

Sales/Working Capital:

This ratio is particularly poor because

of the negative values in 1973 and 1974.
.liquidity of the firm is doubtful.
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This indicates that the

4.

Current Ratio:

The current ratio also shows the problem of

short-term Liquidity that is evidenced by other ratios.

The 1974

ratio of 0.25 indicates that current assets only cover 25 percent of
the current debts.

Demand for payment by creditors would force

Cablevision into bankruptcy.

In addition, the effect of classifying

what is apparently a long-term liability (Accounts Payable--Affiliates)
as a short-term liability grossly exaggerates the picture.

If this

account were not included, the current ratio f-- 1974 would be a more
tolerable 1.12.
5.

Receivables Turnover and Collet ion Period:

indicate how quickly customers pay their bills.

The t140 ratios

The trend has been

toward a longer collection period, indicating either poor collection
efforts on the part of Cablevision, or habitually tardy or financially
distressed customers.

If the latter is true, Cablevision is justified

in tightening up its collection policy.

The collection period is twice

that of the industry, and increasing much faster.

Figure 5, which is a plot of the tw different rates of r turn,
shows the effects of the losses during 1973 and 1974 on the rates of

ret=1.

The effect of such losses show that the rate of return has

dropped drastically, whether based on total assets or equity, both
acceptable standards within the financial field.

Most investors and

prospective buyers would be interested in a trend line such as this
to determine the profitability of the firm.
Figure 6 looks at the utilization of different assets in the
generation of revenue.
and Working Capital.

Here the two most disturbing ratios are Cash
The sharp decline in Sales/Working Capital again

highlights the worsening liquidity position of Cablevision.
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rh:

negative ratios for 1973 and 1974 show the effect of losses of Working
Capital as measured against Sales.

If the strange use of Accounts

Payabl- -Affiliates were excluded from the Current Liabilities
entirely, the ratios would correspond closer to industry figures.

The ratio for Total Assets is disturbing because the large increase in
Total Assets for 1973 was not offset by a corresponding increase in
Sales.

This was caused by the addition of the account Excess Cost of

System at Acquisition Over Net Tangible Assets.

Generally the trend

indicates that the assets are not being properly utilized.

Figure 7 plots three of the ratios which deal with the financial structure of Cablevision.

The high Current Liability/Stockholder

Equity ratio indicates that Cablevision would encounter severe financial
problems if the firm were required to pay its current bills.

If the

Stockholder Equity should have to be liquidated to pay current liabilities, Cablevision would be unable to cover those debts.

This higher

trend, along with the poor Current Ratio suggests that recall of current debts would necessitate the total liquidation of Cablevision's
receivables, property, equipment, stockholder equity and all, just to
satisfy the current liabilities.

The stockholders would literally

loose their shi. ts.'

The Current Liabilities/Total Assets ratio in Figure 7 also
shows some of the problems of Cablevision.

Their high ratio is indica-

tive of a large manufacturing firm which orders a lot of raw -_aterials.

It is defin tely not indicative of a se
Cablevision.
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ice-oriented firm such as

Conclusions

The financial picture for Cablevision is not all bleak,
although there is considerable room for improvement.

Revenue appears

to be increasing steadily although it is expected to level off as
maximum penetration of the market is reached.

The rate of increase

of the operating expenses is slowing down to more manageable levels,
and there has been a slow improvement of equipment and plant.

There is, however, much in Cablevi:ion's finances to be concerned about.

The Service Costs as a perce-tage of Total Operating

Expenses is coaside ably above that for most cable systems of comparable development.

The figures for Cablevision are two times greater

than would be expected.
also too great.

The ratio of Operating Exp_nses to Revenue is

Cable systems whose ratio is over 70 percent are con-

sidered to be in serious financial difficulty with bankruptcy or financial collapse being near.

Cablevision's ratio has been steadily

climbing, indicating the inability of management to control operating
expe_ es.

Another of Cablevisionfs problems is its large Current

Liability account.

Although two-third of this appears to be the result

of a loan not described as such, Cablevision still has a Curr nt Ratio
which is _ust barely 1:1.

The losses experienced by Cablevision are

cause'for concern, not so much because they are losses but because the
rate of loss was increasing each year.

Over the last six years, these

losses have decreased theequitybase drastically.

Although Cablevision

made a small profit in 1975, it may be only a pause in the overall
decline.

The prognosis for Cablevision is guarded at this time.

The

fact that the operating costs are 50 to 200 percent above tolerable
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levels ±ndicates that the plant andequipment may have exceeded their
useful life--requiring replacement at a large expense.

Even with the

increased revenue, the losses will continue unless ope ating costs can
be cut sharply.

If the service costs c ntinue to rise as they have

been, the firm could have serious trouble maintaining a competitive
price structure.

Conversely, the cost of replacing equipment could

be prohibitive unless subscriber rates were raised considerably.

Management appears to be gaining better control of the General and
Administrative Expenses by holding them to modest increases.

The biggest problem that management faces is better use of
its assets.

They are maintaining a very large cash balance, many

es larger than needed for normal operation of the business.

The

extra cash is essentially idle money which could be put to better use,
earning profit for Cablevision.

Another shortcoming of management deals with the Accounts
Payable.

The Accounts Payable--Customer account has grown from zero

to $130,000 in just three years, although its purpose is uncertain at
this time.

The Accounts Payable--Affiliates is another unusual account

because it increased by $600,000 in 1973.

If it is a short-term loan,

as suggested by the auditor for the Sedalia City Council, it is very
poor management that would permit such a large increase in a debt.
If it is in reality a long-term loan then it should be shown as such.

Recommendations
1.

Decrease Service Costs.

This can be accomplished by installing

new and/or better equipment which would not require as much maintenance
as the current equipment.

Other considerations include hiring better
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qualified personnel to eliminate repeat service for inadequate or
ineffective maintenance.

Controls could possibly be placed on

trouble calls to reduce many of the unnecessary calls due to subscriber neglect.
2.

Increase revenue.

Revenue could be increased by any one or a

combination of several methods.

The subscriber m nthly fee should be

increased to permit an increase in the basic revenue source.
increase to $6.90 does not appear to be unreasonable at this

An
tine.

Another method of improving the revenue would be to increase the
installation and disconnect charges.

The additional charges would

more fully cover the cost of installing outlets in households.

The

decrease in the franchise fee by the Sedalia City Council will help
with finances

although even the three percent fee is considered by

some as too high.

They recommend a fee just large enough to cover

the expenses of administering the ordinance.
3.

Maintain better control of General and Administrative Expenses.

There are a number of areas under the heading of General and Administrative Exp nses which need improvement.

Although inflation and growth

are the cause of some of the increase, some of the expense categories
have grown too much in the last six years.

Closer attention to

expenses should improve the situation.
4.

Better utilization of assets.

One of the most important

assets, Cash, is not being properly managed.

Cablevision management

should retain only enough cash to conduct normal operations plus main
tain a reserve.

The rest of the cash should be inve ted in marketable

securities, certificates of deposit, etc. which can earn revenue for
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With cash holdings for a typical business being 2 to 5 pergross receipts, it can be seen that Cablevision is maintaining
e a cash balance.

Assuming a 5 percent cash balance for 1974,

ion would have had over $125,000 available for investment.
rtificates of deposit at 6 percent interest, this would have
d another $7,500 in Income for Cablevision in 1974.

An invest-

gram could have increased this to $10,000 - $12,000 without
sk.

At the same time, a more concerted effort is needed to control
at of Accounts Payable.

The Accounts Payable--Customers is

ng by $50,000 per year although the use of this account is
at this time.

The Accounts Payable--Affiliates also needs

pntrol because of the tremendous growth of this account.

If

tually a loan from the parent corporation, then the Balance
)uld show it as such, not hidden under Accounts Payable.

If

a loan, then drastic steps must be taken to control and
le size of this account.

Moreover, the account should have a

:counting treatment so that it will conform to proper
ig principles.

;ablevision must undertake an active program to better utilize
;ets and control expenses.

Unless action is taken to slow the

increasing operating expenses, the losses will continue, even
current rate increase to $6.15 per month.

The actions may be

but are necessary if Cablevision expects to make a reasonf return.

A possible recourse would be for UCTV to sell
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Cablevision to an organization willing to modernize the system and
apply proper fina--ial management techniques.

As an interesting sidelight, UCTV estimates that for Fiscal
Year 1976 Cablevision would earn $135,000 before taxes.

This e--i-

a did not allow for any system modernization, which is badly
needed.
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0

Net Earnings

Income Taxes.

Net Income Before Taxes

Depreciation & Amortization

Interest Expenses

Total. Operating. Expenses

General & Administrative
Franchise Fee

Advertising.

Loaal Origination Costs

Service. Costs
Microwave. Costs

Operating Expenses

Total. Revenue.

Other

Revenue,
Service.

209,452
1,936
211,388

185,894

30 198

98

47,104

108,597

44,581
18,589

23,549

7,044

30,593

47,712

0
3,388
51,787
20,654
133,083

0

3,365

52,712
4,542

41,216
841

185,894

iQ

1971

1970

614

4,286

11 066

15,352

45,172

174,201

22

7,133
88,387

37,462
16,481
2,124

232,884
1,841
234,725

1972

Statement of Income
Cablevision, Inc.
Fiscal Year Ends May 31

'66

73

(6,452 )

0

(6,452)

51

201 ,446

22.

6,332
7,050
87,433

53,011
25,054

237,795
8 2 2
246,067

1973

(41,116)

(3 042)

(44,158)

64,613

15,745

233,177

251,556

24,982.

1,816

2,142

3 963

53,425

16,831

1,187
2 402
99,230
22,578
227,782

'77403

71377

293,583
8,418
302,001

1975

25,044
6,248
13,115
91,837

263,138
6,239

1974

Cc

0...,,,

Total Assets

Total Deferred Charges

Excess Cost of System at Acquisition.
Over Net Tangible Assets
Deferred Charges
SUbscriber Acquisition Costs
Other

Net Plant & Equipment

Less.: Accumulated Depreciation

Other

Distribution Systems.
Transportation Equipment,

Property., Plant, & Equipment..

Total. Current Assets

Less; Allowance for Bad. Debts
Net Receivables
Prepaid EXpenses

Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Trade
Other
City of Sedalia
Income Taxes

Balance, Sheet

381,888

23,877

7 p 393

16,484.

633,632

1,655
9,463
11,118

633,632

457,044 1,111,834 1,138,061

9,659
15,233
24,892
13,299
13,299

0

0

337,778

349,275
0

26411 50
21 5,434

172,648

325,724

589,1874

553,212

521,923

630,692
321,643
309,049

24,358
14,10

19,249
_13,421_±

592,225

557,131
11,633
11,158

184,262

6,327

43,565

_1,122

530,421

128,601

3,601
32,1 1
6,852

21,675

183
13,072

11,633
7,938

94,374

3,535

3,969
11,187

20 , 276

8,099

3,425
5,078

9,834

134,370

1974

502352

19,314

1 060
2,115)
15,860

0
0

6,534

(1,282)
227

89,588
7,278
109

79.652

5.579

1973

11 9

1972

1971

Cablevision, Inc.
Fiscal Year Ends May 31

Total, Liabilities ez Equity

Retained Earnings

Common. Stock
Additional Paid-in Capital.

Stockholderis Equity

Deferred Income Taxes

Total Current Liabilities

Accrued Liabilities,
Accrued. Income Taxes

Subscriber Prepayments

Affiliates,

Accounts Payable
Customers
Trade

Current, Liabilities

381,888

493,604
(77,795)
444,66o

28,851

675

(63,447)

12,378
6 246

132

7,199
(89,402)

43

1971

(79,9
442,498

28,851
493,60

22,916

4,916
519,092
10612
15,864
14,938
646,420

801998

9173

4448

28,851
493,604
(121,073)
401,382

739618
(2,939)

0

17,0.36

12718

574,992.

130,724

1974

457,044. 1,111,834. 1,138,061

28,851
493,604
(73,505)
448,950

5,842

21252

(70,610)
4,237
14,873
14,938

41562

34,252

1972

Balance Sheet
Cablevision, Inc.
Fiscal Year Ends May 31

Qi

Return on Total. Assets(%)

Ret rn on EquityM
7.17

16.2

Net Income Before Taxes. Sales

Returns

16.2

58.4

-

1970

Net-Income Sales(%)

Operating Expenses Sales(%)

Operations

Collection Period(Days)

Receivables TurncvertTimes)

Current Ratin

Quick Ratio.

Short-Term

6.17

5.30

14.5

11.1

63.0

) 60

-99.9

-JZ).`KR)

-0.046

1971

Ratio Analysis
Cablevision, Inc.

0.94

0.95

6.54

1.83

74.2

17.1

21.0

'41.9

40.3

1972

-0.58

-1.46

-2 62
-2.62

81 .9

47.1

?.65

b..21b

0.19

1973

-3.61

- 0.2

-15.3
-16.4

86.6

58.3

6.18

0.25

0 24

1974.

0.53

1.31

0.6

75.4

.

1975

CC:

-

Net Plant/Equity

0.79

-0.20

-

Current Liabilities/Total Assets

-0.20

-0.17

0.55

0.48

2.23

37.9

1971

-0.20

-

-

0.44.

1970

Total Debt/Total Assets

Current Liabilities Equity

Total Debt Equity

Financial Structure

Sales/Total Assets

Sales/Equity

Sales/Working Capital

Sales/Cash

Asset Utilization

Ratio Analysis
Cablevision, Inc.

0.75

0.005

0.18

0.005

0.02

0.51

0.52

2.55

2.95

1972

0.74

0.58

0.60

1.46

1.51

0.22.

0.56

-0.48

2.75

1973

0.77

0.65

0.65

1.84

1.84

0.24

0.67

-0.49

2.00

1974

0.84.

1975
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